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The Department's rule on encroachments (approaches) is a complicated rule and the
functional classification of a highway is not as simple as counting the number of lanes and
whether the highway has a median. If that were the case then there would be no need in the rule
for having segments of the state highway system upgraded to meet the current classification and
in the review of applications, to use the current access control requirements.
This is confirmed by the fact that the rule was adopted in 2001 and in 2002. The Board
endorsed the Department Access Management publication which explains the process of
upgrading the current functional classification of a segment of state highway and that
applications for access are to be reviewed, among other criteria, with the current access control
requirements. At approximately the same time in 2002, the Transportation Board, "Upgraded the
Access Control Designation," on State Highways 44, 16 and 20126.
In doing this action of upgrading the functional classification of the State Highways,
which has been in effect now for over five years, the Transportation Board was setting the
current access control on that segment of state highway. Any statute of limitation issue on the
Board's 2002 Upgrade of Access Control has certainly run its course.
The current owner of the property purchased the property in August of 2005, some four
years after the Board re-designated the section of State Highway 44 which abuts against his
property from a Type III to a Type IV. In Klamath Falls Assembly of God v. State Highway
Commission, 255 Or. 211, 465 P.2d 697 (1970), the State wished to widen a highway and make
it a limited access facility. It bought a sixty foot strip of land from the County. The agreement
provided that if the County sold its remaining land in the future it would place a deed restriction
in the future deeds on no new access and there was no restriction in the deed between the County
and the State.
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The property changed hands on several occasions and the Church ultimately ended up
owning it. It claimed abutter's access rights in that there was nothing in the chain of title that
would have given it notice that the property did not have access to the state highway.
The Court held that the Church was on constructive notice that there were no access
rights to the highway at the time it purchased the property in that these records were part of the
State Highway Commission's official minutes. The Court held:
The only way plaintiff could learn that the state proposed to construct a highway
on the abutting strip and thus give rise to a right of access in the abutting land was
to consult the official minutes of the State Highway Commission. If Plaintiff had
consulted these minutes, it would have been apprised by the 1955 Survey
Resolution that the proposed highway was to be a non-access highway ....
465 P.2d at 699.
In like fashion, if Willowbrook had the official minutes of the Transportation Board at the time
of purchase, it would have learned that State Highway 44 was a Type IV rural highway. The
Department's Access Management publication of 2002 makes it abundantly clear that the Board
has retained the right to re-designate State Highways for the purpose of controlling access.
Whether Willowbrook had actual notice is not relevant. The record is abundantly clear
that it had constructive notice in 2005 that it was purchasing a piece of property abutting a Type
IV rural highway. The deed transferring the property to Willowbrook does not reference any
deeded access rights and the Department is not aware of any.
The definitions of Types of Highways in the IDAPA rule are merely default provisions
that, but for any action of the Board, this is the classification they will take. The Transportation
Board in August of2001 also updated its Board Policy on State Highway Access Control. Board
Policy B-12-0 1. This policy provides:
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The Idaho Transportation Board, in accordance with Idaho Code 40-310 shall:

•

Designate main-traveled highways in the State of Idaho as through
highways to provide safe, regulated highway operations with minimum
traffic interference from adjacent properties

•

Regulate, restrict, or prohibit state highways, or parts of them, as
controlled-access facilities to serve the traffic for which the facility is
intended. Access to the Idaho State Highway System will be regulated
to preserve the integrity of the highway system, protect the investment
in highway improvements, and enhance the safety for all highway
users.

•

Close or restrict the use of any state highway whenever the closing or
restricting of use is deemed necessary for the protection of the public.

•

Locate, design, construct, reconstruct, alter, extend, repair, and
maintain state highways when determined to be in the public interest.
The Board reserves the right to change access control, reconstruct or
widen the roadway, and arrange for necessary modifications or closure
of approaches and/or points of access on the State Highway System.

Access control on the State Highway System shall be based on the type of facility,
functional classification, highway safety, vehicle operations, preservation of
highway utilities, zoning, and route consistency. Each year, the Director, or a
delegate, shall submit updates or changes in the functional classification to the
State Highway System to the Board for approval. The functional classification
shall detennine the access control type to be used in approving and maintaining
public and private access.
Of importance is the process of submitting updates and changes to the functional
classification of each state highway that must be approved by the Transportation Board.

The

policy references the IDAPA rule, the Access Management publication (2001 version) and the
previously quoted "A" or Director's policy.
Both the Transportation Board and the Director have a long series of policies governing
the operations of all aspects of the Department. The Board Policy B- I 2-0 1 references policies on
access control dating back to 1963. The Access Management Publication states, "In 1963 under
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Board Policy B-125, the Idaho Transportation Board established policies for full and partial
access control on the State Highway System." Access Management, p. 20.
If detennining the functional classification of a state highway were as simple as counting
the lanes then what is there to be approved by the Board? Updates and changes imply more than
just detennining what highway construction occurred in the last year, turning two lane roads into
five lane roads or four lanes with a median.
The Idaho Transportation Board

III

its policy also acknowledged an important

consideration in upgrading and classifying downward State Highways and that is zoning. The
Board in adopting some flexibility in the functional classification system recognized that the
local community leaders should have some input into the state highway which for many
communities operates as Main Street.
The Hearing Officer should give deference to the Board and Department's long standing
interpretation of its own IDAP A rule. Deference should be given for several reasons:
1.

Interpretation is contemporaneous with the adoption of the rule.

2.

The Board Policy of August 2001 and the Access Management Publication, which
is based on the Policy and IDAP A rule, was adopted more than five years ago.
Just by way of comparison, the statute of limitations on an Inverse Condemnation
claim is five years.

3.

There has been no legislative action to counter the Board's interpretation of its
own rule.

4.

This is and will be a case of first impression challenging the Transportation
Board's contemporaneous interpretation of its own IDAP A
rule.

5.

The Board's interpretation gives meaning and breadth to all parts of the IDAPA
rule, not simply the definitions of types of highways.

Most important, the interpretation is consistent with the enabling statute which provides that the
Transportation Board shall designate State Highways as controlled access facilities and restrict
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access to those highways to serve the traffic for which the facility is intended. Granting access
(driveways and intersections) is much more akin to the setting of speed limits, an engineering
judgment call based on safety considerations.
The Idaho Court has recognized that the Transportation Department can be held liable in
tort for failing to exercise due care (simple negligence) in the granting of an access permit if it
turns out later to cause injury or property damage. Esterbrook v. State 124 Idaho 680, 863 P .2d
349 (1993).
Interestingly, the Court in finding potential liability relied upon the Department's Rightof-Way Use Policy Manual which is not an IDAPA standard, but an amplification of the IDAP A
adopted MUTCD. This is very similar to the IDAP A rule on encroachment onto State property
and the Access Management publication or manual that implemented the rule was adopted and
published one year later.
If the Transportation Board were restricted to rule making in designating types of state
highways then there would be a one year lag time from the determination for safety reasons that
access must be restricted to allow freer flow of through traffic until it would be implemented.
Title 67, chapter 52, Idaho Code. This is not what the Legislature intended when it granted the
Transportation Board the authority in Idaho Code §40-31 0(9).
Also, this would not comport with the Board and Department's duties to consult and
coordinate with local jurisdictions with respect to Transportation Systems of Statewide
Importance. Idaho Code §40-31O(5) and §67-6528. The Board's action as reflected in the
minutes was based in part on, "The metropolitan planning organization (Compass) has SH-44 ...
modeled as multilane facilities for future needs analysis."
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In Canty v. Idaho State Tax Com'n, 138 Idaho 178, 59 P.3d 983 (2002), the Idaho
Supreme Court laid out the test of whether a Court (or administrative hearing officer) should
give deference to an agency interpretation of a statute. The undersigned would submit the same
test should be used for deference for an agency interpreting its own IDAP A rule. The test the
Court enunciated was:

1.

Is the agency impliedly clothed with the power to construe the law? (A
plain reading of Idaho Code, §40-310(9) would say yes.}

2.

Is the agency's interpretation reasonable? (Again, the answer is yes if the
whole rule is read and meaning is given to all parts of the rule.)

3.

Does the language in the statute treat the precise question at issue?
(The statute grants to the Board broad powers which have been
implemented by the rule. The rule has some ambiguity. The Board policy
and the Access Management publication interpret the ambiguity in a
reasonable fashion.)

4.

Rationales underlying deference
1. a practical interpretation of the Rule
2. presumption oflegislative acquiescence
3. rationale of agency expertise
4. rationale of repose
5. rationale requiring contemporaneous interpretation.

Each of the criteria is met for granting deference to the agency interpretation of its own rule.
The rule was adopted effective March 30, 2001. The Board Policy implementing the rule was
adopted August 1, 2001. There has been no Legislation passed or even the invalidation of the
IDAP A rule by Concurrent Resolution.
The resolution reclassifying State Highways 16, 44 and US 20/26 was adopted in 2002.
In other words, all development along the two main State Highways between Boise and Caldwell
(other than the Interstate) and the Highway to Emmett have all followed the Type IV designation
since March of 2002.

The Esterbrook decision should resolve any doubt that these are

discretionary engineering judgments that the Legislature has entrusted to the Idaho
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Transportation Board when it comes to state highways and what encroachments are allowed onto
them.
All factors dictate that the Transportation Board's contemporaneous interpretation of its
own rule should be given deference.

It is the Board that makes the "Public Interest"

determination of what is a through controlled access highway that can handle a higher speed
limit and what should be a lower level highway that would serve local business. The greater the
number of accesses leads to the greater the number of conflict points which for safety reasons
suggests a reduced speed limit.
Willowbrook had constructive knowledge that State Highway 44 was a Type IV highway
when it purchased the property with no deeded access rights. Since 2002, all of the East/West
State Highways in Ada and Canyon counties have been classified as Type IV or V access
control. No Court has voided the interpretation and the Legislature has not seen fit to modify the
rule by Legislation or Concurrent Resolution. The interpretation of the rule and the Board's
authority is reasonable and should be followed.
lTD'S VARIANCE POLICY
APPROACH SPACING LISTED IN THE RULE
IS NOT AN ENTITLEMENT

IDAPA 39.03.42.400 is entitled "Location And Design Standards For Approaches." It
contains the chart for approach spacing. The chart is not an entitlement chart on what a property
owner is entitled to when it abuts a State highway. It is phrased in terms of "access management
guidelines" and "Minimum recommended distances between approaches and signals are as
follows." The chart is more of a guidance document of the absolute minimum distance between
approaches.
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The evaluation of whether an approach should be granted or not granted is found in
IDAPA 39.03.42.200.08 entitled review process. The evaluation criteria are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

current access control requirements (This case Type IV).
deed restrictions (none for or against)
safety and capacity requirements (55 MPH speed limit on a heavily
traveled through highway)
design and location standards
environmental impacts (none)
location conflicts
long-range planning goals (no plan to widen SH44 in this area)
OR

8.

an approved variance

With seven criteria outlined in the IDAP A rule and a safety valve for a variance it should remove
any thought that just meeting the absolute minimum spacing requirement would somehow create
an entitlement for an abutting property.
The Court in Esterbrook made this concept abundantly clear that the lTD Traffic
Engineers are held to a simple negligence standard in approving approaches to the State
Highway System if they turn out to create a hazard to the traveling public.
Spacing of access points is an important criterion in determining whether to grant or deny
an approach under IDAP A 39.03.42, but it is not the only criteria. Speed limit of the highway
and whether or not it is a through highway are other equally important safety considerations for
the grant or denial of an approach.
As not being the only criteria, it cannot create an entitlement. At best, it can be said that
meeting access spacing requirements would require the Department to evaluate the other criteria.
It is not an entitlement. This is one of the reasons that Willowbrook, like other developers, was

required to prepare a thorough Traffic Impact Statement.
As an illustrative example, a highway classified as Type III in urban areas (which this is
not) does not have a property right (entitlement) to an approach every 100 yards. Spacing of
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approaches is an important factor, but the argument can be made that the average speed of
vehicles traveling in front of the property is equally if not more determinative. Average speed is
a function of whether it is a through highway (e.g. no signal in the immediate area) and the
posted speed limit.
The Hearing Officer must remember that Willowbrook's proposal also is to have a signal
at the intersection of Duff Lane and State Highway 44.

The signalized intersection helps

Willowbrook solve the problems created by the location conflicts for the 55 MPH highway and
the private approach.
Signalizing the intersection of Duff Lane and State Highway 44 implicates the
Transportation Board's authority under Idaho Code §40-310(1l) as designating main traveled
state highways as through highways. The more State Highway 44 is used for the purpose of
providing access to commercial businesses, the less it serves as a through highway to serve as the
only east/west connection between Canyon and Ada Counties, north of the Interstate.
All of these factors indicate that the guideline on minimum recommended distances is not
an entitlement that a property owner has. Entitlements would come about with access to state
highways when there are deeded property rights authorizing a specific use. There are no deeded
property rights to access in this case. In Merritt v. State, 113 Idaho 142, 742 P.2d 397 (1986), in
a specially concurring opinion on the denial of the petition for rehearing characterized the law of
access with the following:
Nevertheless, today's decision in this case brings the law relating to the
regulation and limitation of access to public streets more in line with the cases
dealing with zoning and other types of police power regulation and limitation of
the use of property.
113 Idaho at 151 (emphasis added).
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Merritt is similar to this appeal in that the property had one access onto the main traveled way

and multiple access points off the side street. The Department closed the main travel way access.
The Court found no compensable taking because the property had access to the public street
system even with the State closing the curb cut to the main thoroughfare.
The issue in this appeal is not an entitlement issue, it is the balancing of the public
interest between providing for through highways to serve traveling public vs. allowing
reasonable access to abutting property owners.
RURAL V. URBAN

IDAPA 39.03.42.010.90 defines an urban area with:
90. Urban Area. Any geographical area within the city limits of any
incorporated city having a population of five thousand (5,000) or more
inhabitants. Population numbers referred to shall be determined by the latest
United States Census.

Middleton is classified as a rural area in that it does not meet the definition. Geographical areas
and classifications based upon the latest United States Census is well recognized and time
honored methodology. Our most basic of classifications "representative apportionment" is based
upon the latest United States Census.
Willowbrook relies on a letter from COMPASS.

COMP ASS is the Metropolitan

Planning Organization for Southwestern Idaho and has since, prior to the Transportation Board's
action in designating the current access control requirements for State Highway 44 as Type IV,
recognized this highway as a Type IV highway. COMPASS is made up of the major elected
officials (mayors of cities, commissioners of highway districts and county commissioners).
Middleton is classified as a rural area under the IDAPA rule.
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lTD VARIANCE POLICY
ITD has a variance policy that allows for access that does not meet the criteria for an
approach that has been outlined earlier. The law of Planning and Zoning has a similar concept
imbedded within it. Title 67, chapter 65, Idaho Code. Access applications and Planning and
Zoning have their similarities.
ITD's access variance policy is stated in its Access Standards publication with the
following:
Access management standards and procedures set minimum requirements that
should be met or exceeded under nonnal conditions. However, unique conditions
can make the application of standards or policies impractical or impossible. Thus,
the District or delegated local highway agency can consider variances when
practicable.
>

The Idaho Transportation Department shall administer requests for variances to
access management standards and policies through an application and appeals
process to ensure statewide consistency. The initial review of applications by the
district or delegated local highway agency shall include consideration of
Department standards and the practicability of allowing a variance to those
standards.
If, after consideration of Department standards and variances, an application is
denied, applications may be appealed following the procedures outlined in section
3.19, Appeals.
All variances on either the Interstate or the National Highway System (NHS)
routes must have the approval of the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA).
This variance policy shall apply under the following circumstances:
•

Any time a proposed request for an approach, utility, or other
pennanent encroachment does not meet lTD adopted access
management standards or policies.

•

Any time a proposed access management treatment (such as,
but not limited to, median treatments or grade-separated
interchanges) does not meet lTD adopted access management
standards or policies.
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Variances shall not cause a reduction in traffic safety, operational
efficiency, or functional integrity of each highway classification. A more
restrictive variance policy is in effect as the level of access control
becomes more stringent.
A request for a variance may receive favorable consideration under the
following conditions:
•

A court order.

•

If the variance offers an opportunity to accommodate a jointuse access serving two or more properties abutting the State
highway.

•

If the variance would improve traffic safety or operations.

•

If the variance allows access to a landlocked parcel having no
reasonable alternative access and having no significant impacts
to safety or traffic operations.

•

If a strict application of the access management standards
would result in a safety or traffic operation problem.

•

If the variance results from the existence of unrelocatable
obstructions, such as bridges, waterways, parks, historic or
archaeological areas, cemeteries, or unique natural features.

•

If the variance reduces environmental impacts.

•

If the variance would allow the installation of a utility facility
when no other alternatives are feasible from an engineering or
economic approach.

•

If, within rural locations, the State can determine that costs
associated with a Traffic Impact Study can be best applied
toward related safety improvements.

Access Standards Publication, pgs. 52 and 53 (Emphasis Added).
Having four approaches off the local highway and the ability to develop a local road on the north
end of the property allows for reasonable alternative access.
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The safety considerations and operational characteristics of the highway will be
testified to at the hearing, but the basic criterion is that this is a 55 MPH through
highway. LTD has the ability to set speed limits on controlled access state highways
through cities such as State Highway 44 and lTD does not look favorably upon lowering
a speed limit on a through highway in order to accommodate a commercial development.
CONCLUSION

One of the main factors in determining whether to grant an access or not is, "the
current access control requirements of the highway." This was in the 2001 rule that was
approved by the Legislature.

In August of 2001, the Idaho Transportation Board

unequivocally said that it had the authority to set the current access control requirements
of all segments of the state highway system in its Board policy. This same section of the
rule went back before the Legislature in 2002 and was approved.

Presumably, the

Legislature was aware of the Board Policy adopted in August of the preceding year.
Since August of 2001, State Highway 44 has been classified as a Type IV
highway.

Mr. Phillips purchased the Willowbrook property in 2005 with no deeded

access rights to State Highway 44. He had constructive knowledge of the current access
control requirements of State Highway 44 as set by the Idaho Transportation Board.
The property does not qualify for a variance in that it has under the law
reasonable alternative access off of Duff Lane. With a 55 MPH speed limit on the
through highway, there are safety and operational concerns over granting the approach.
Dated this 15 th day of June, 2007.

~~
Deputy Attorney General

.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 15 th day of June, 2007, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
following:
Kenneth L. Mallea
Mallea Law Offices
78 SW 5th Ave., Ste. 1
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E Don Copple
Davison Copple Copple & Cox
P.O. Box 1583
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/~.SMAIL
HAND DELIVERED
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Applicant.

INTRODUCTION.
This is a contested case proceeding before the Director of the ldaho State
Transportation Department. 111e Applicant Willowbrook Development Inc. owns
approximately 40 acres located at the northwest comer of State Highway 44 (SH 44) and
Duff Lane. The Applicant previously applied to the Department for one Type

m access

approach onto SH 44. The Department staff denied the application. The Applicant
timely appealed to the Director. The undersigned hearing officer was appointed to

conduct llle hearing and

to

enter proposed findings of fact, conclusions

law, and

recomrnended order. The appeal came on for hearing at the lTD offices on June 22,
Applicant was represented by

Don Copple and Ed Guenicabeitl3

BUlse
Parry.

The Depanment staff was represented by Deput y Attorney General
During

course of the hearing, documentary eVIdence was admined ami

of \\illnesses was received_ The hearing was continued to June
llJHjny.

(!lations to

of laCl,

fol

10

{he hearing, the pm11es submiued written
authorities. The matter is now

for entry of

Llsions of law and recommended decision.
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FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. This appeal involves a property owner's application for access upon State
Highway 44, east of Middleton. The appeal is before the Director of lhe Department of
Transportation, and posits before the Director action taken by the State Transportation
Board in March of 2002. It is anomalous in that the Director, who serves at the pleasure
of the Board, must now act as the final Agency head and make a contested case decision
as to the legal validity of a Board resolution adopted in March 2002. This is the first time
the Department has been presented with a property owner's challenge to the legal effect
of the Board's March 2002 resolution. Although it is the Board's resolutioTl which is
squarely at issue, it nevertheless falls to the Director to enter the Department's decision.
The lmdersigned hearing officer respectfully concludes that the Board resolution
of March 2002 is without legal force or effect and makes his recommended decision to
the Director accordingly.
2. The Applicant's property abuts SH 44 and has approximately 1,300 feet of
frontage abutting SH 44. The parcel also has frontage upon Duff Lane, which also
provides access to the parcel. Incident to intended development of the property,
Applicant sought annexation and rezoning within the City of Middleton. The mmexation
and rezoning was approved and Applicant has entered into a development agreement with
[he Cit y of Middleton. Although the City of Middleton approved Applicant's design
calling for one access approach on to SH 44, the City of Middleton has no jurisdiction
with respect to the pending appeal and

ItS'

potential actions are irrelevant to this pending

proceeding before the lTD.
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3. The Idaho Transponation Board has clear authority from the Idaho legislature
to control encroachments within or onto the State Highway System right-of-ways. The
lTD likewise has explicit legislative delegated power to control encroachments onto the
entire State Highway System, including of course SH 44. Included among the several
statutory grants of power to the lTD in this case is Idaho Code Section 40-310(9) which
provides that the Board shall: "Designate state highways, or pans of them, as controlledaccess facilities and regulate, restrict or prohibit access to those highways to serve the
traffic for which the facility is intended." There is no question but that the Board does
have authority to restrict or prohibit access to highways. The Board's authority to
restrict, limit or prohibit access to State HighvJays, as a general legal principle, is not at
issue in this proceeding. Rather, at issue is the Board's 2002 resolution purporting to
classify SH 44 which abuts Applicant's property in a manner contrary to its duly adopted
mJes.
4. On March 30, 2001, ITD adopted five controlled access classifications referred
as Type 1, n, III, IV and V. Type III and IV are at issue in this matter and lTD's IDAPA
Rules define each classification as follows:
IDAPA 39.03.42.0] 1.03: Type III (Principal Arterial) access control is
applicable to segments of the State Highway System functionally
classified as principal arterials. Type m can also be applied 10 selected
segments classified as minor arterials but exhibit characteristics of
principal arteri also
ITO's minimum access standards for Type m access controls in urban
areas includes intersection spacing for an approach every quarter mile (
mile) distance from the nearest intersection and spacing between
approaches is 300 feet. IDAPA 39.03.42.400.03(c).
fOAPA 39.03.42.011.04: Type IV (Principal Anerial, Multi-Lane,
Divided) access control is applicable to selected segments of the State

H1'!DI:~lJS

or
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Highway System functionally classified as principal arteriaLs and have
four (4) or more lanes with a median or cominuous center turn lcme.
lTD's minimum access policies for Type IV access controls in urban areas
includes intersection spacing for an approach every half mile (.5 mile)
distance from the nearest intersection. In rural areas, intersection spacing
for an approach is everyone (1) mile. lDl\PA 39.03.42.400.03(c).
5. The foregoing administrative rules of lTD are a part of lDAP A Chapter 39,
Tille 03, Chapter 42 and are entitled "Rules Governing Highway Right-of-Way
Encroachments on State Rights-of-Way." The express scope and intent of the rule as set
forth at lDAPA 39.03.42.001.02: Scope. It is the purpose of this rule to establish

standards and guidelines for encroachments on State Highway Rights-of-Way."
Thus it is this title and chapter of the Department's rules which sets forth the fLmctional
classifications of various portions of the State Highway System and which governs
approaches onto me variously categorized portions of the State Highway System. Once
the functional classification is determined under the rules, access control types follow.
In reviewing the rules, it is noted that Type 111 "can also be applied to selected
segments classified as minor arterials [Type 11] but (sic) exhibit characteristics of
principal arterials." IDAHP 39.03.42.011.03. There is no similar proviSion applicable to
upgrading a Type 1II into a Type IV access type. The Type IV access control rule does
not reserve unto the Department the latitude, power or discretion to "logically classify" a
Type III functional class into a Type IV.
6. The lTD rule at Section 39.03.42.010.63 defines "principal arterial" as: "Any
rural or urban highway designated as a route that provides substantial corridor movement
for volumes greater than minor arterial highways. Principal arterial highway segments
t ypicall y

have medium to high volumes with speeds that vary from medium in urban
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areas to high in rural areas." The proof demonstrates that, according to the definitions in
the rule, that the portion of SH 44 abutting Applicant's property is a Type 3 principal
arterial. There is no dispute on the part of the Department that the portion of SH 44
abutting Apphcant's property would be a Type 3 principal arterial as defined in the lTD
rule and as functionally classified at IDAPA 39.03.42.011.03 were it not for the Board's
March 2002 resolution.
7. As noted, the applicable Board rules were adopted March 30, 2001. Under the
Idaho Administrative Procedure Act, Title 67, Chapter 52, an agency "rule" is defined as:
"Rule" means the whole or a part of an agency statement of
general applicability that has been promulgated in compJiance with
the provisions of this chapter and that implements, interprets, or
prescribes:
(a) law or policy; or
(b) the procedure or practice requirements of an agency. The teml
includes the amendment, repeal, or suspension of an existing
rule, but does not include:
(i) statements concerning only the internal management or
internal persoMel policies of any agency and not affecting
private rights of the public or procedures available to the
public; or
(ii) declaratory mlings issued pursuant to section 67-5232,
Idaho Code; or
(iii) intra-agency memoranda; or
(iv) any written statements given by an agency which pertain
to an interpretation of a rule or to the documentation of
compliance with a rule.
Idaho Code Section 67- 5201 (19).
8. In March of 2002, the Idaho Transportation Board was presented with an
agenda item entitled "UPGRADE ACCESS CONTROL DESIGNATION." The agenda
item '.vas presented by Pamela K. Lowe, P.E., District Three Engineer and prepared by
Dan Koontz, P.E., District Three Traffic Engineer. The Board agenda item was admitted
into eVIdence as Exhibit W - J. This agenda item states in pertinent pan tbat: "This
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agenda item proposes to change access control from Type 3 to Type 4 for the below lIsted
Highway Sections ... " The purported authority for such proposed Board action was said
to be Section 2.3 of the governing policy, entitled, "Access Management: Standards and
Procedures for Highway Right-of-Way Encroachments." The proposal was to change
access control from Type 3 to Type 4 for portions of State Highway 16, State Highway
44, and US 20-26. The proposal to change State Highway 44 impacts the Applicam's
property.
Exhibit W-I further states that: "Because predominant parts of these Sections are
still only two lane facilities, the policy automatically classifies them as Type 3. Based on
their function, current traffic volumes ru'1d future traffic projections, they should logicaHy
be classified as Type 4."
9. Acting upon the proposed agenda item, the Board tmanimously adopted
Resolution No. TB02-21 to designate Type 4 access control as recommended by the
District Three Engineers. As noted, the portion of SH 44 abutting Applicant's prOpC!1y
was upgraded by the Board Resolution from its' then current Type 3 access control
functional classification into a Type 4 access control classification. The Board's
resolution was admitted into evidence as a p0l1ion of Applicant's Exhibit \V-I and as
Exhibit 5 of the DepaI1ment Staff Exhibits.
The primary legal issue in this contested case is whether the resolulJon of j\h1rch
2002 is entitled to legal effeel.
10. As set f011h above,

Idaho Administrative Procedure Act

ell

Idaho C)de 67-

1( 19)(b) provides that the teml "rule" includes "the amendment, repeal or suspensiun
an existing rule ... " It is obvious that the Board Resolution served

to IIJ

effect amend,
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repeal and suspend the Type 3 and Type 4 functional classifications as set forth in
IDAPA 39.03.42. It is undisputed that SH 44 abutting Applicant's property is not a Type
4 principal arterial which has "four (4) or more lanes with a median or continuous center
tum lane." The Board Resolution of March 2002 in effect deleted the Type 4 functional

classification requirement relating to multi-lanes and median or continuous tum lanes.
11. There is no magic in the Board labeling its' March 2002 action as a
"resolution" or as some type of "Board policy." The name assigned by an agency to its
product does not determine the legal fonn and essence of that work product. In this case,
the Board resolution served to amend, repeal or suspend the existing rule.
12. The Idaho Supreme Court ill Asarco. Inc. v. State of Idaho 138 Idaho 719, 69
P.3d 139 (2003) considered action undertaken by the Idaho Department of Health and
Welfare to establish total maximum daily load (TMDL) for Idaho waters. The District
Court concluded that the agency action constituted rule making and was void because the
agency failed to comply with the statutory mIe making requirements. On appeal, DEQ
argued that the agency action establishing the TMDLs was not a rule but was rather more
analogous to a comprehensive plan. On appeal, the Supreme Court affinned the District
Court and held that the agency action was indeed rule making under the test adopted by
the Court. Factors identified by the Court in determining whether

action

constituted a rule included 1) whether the action was of wide coverage, 2) whether it
applied generally and uniformly, 3) whether it operated only in future cases,

whether it

prescribed a legal standard or directive not otherwise provided by the enabling statute, 5)
~vhether

it e:mressed aeency policy not previously expressed and 6) whether it was an

interpretation of

or general policy.
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Wilen considering the factors identified by the Idaho Supreme Coun it is apparent
that the Board action of March 2002 was rule making. The resolution appJied

to

three

highway segments (20/26,44, and 16) and covered many miles of highway and all lands
abutting sLlch segments; the resolution applied uniformly to all designated segments of
highway, regardless of the actual roadway characteristics; the resolution adopted type IV
access controls for all designated segments for all future approach applications; the
resolution prescribed a legal standard of access control not provided by any statutory
provision; the resolution expressed new agency standards for access control onto the
designated segments; and the resolution implements the statutory grant of power related
to access controis. i\ll factors identified by the Court in Asarco indicate that the
resolution is a "rule" and should have been adopted in accordance with the rulemaking
requirements the APA.
13. Because the resolution is legally considered to be a rule under the Idaho
Administrative Procedure Act and under the Asarco case standard, it is invalid and cannot
be applied in this contested case proceeding.
14. The agency staff argues that the opening sentence to IDAPA 39.03.42.011
provides: "Access control on all segments of the State Highway System shall be
upgraded to match the most current functional classificallOn" grants authority to the
Board to require Type 4 access controls on selected segments of the Slate Highway
System which do not have 4 or more lanes with a median or continuous cefller tum lane.
11

IS

argued that if all one had to do to determine access is to count Janes, then this initial

sentence of the rule has no meaning. The probJem WIth this argument is

the rule

itself both m the definition section and in the access type section defines and

ignates
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the functional classifications of the various segments of the State Highway System. The
rules establish the functional classification and then restrict access based upon that
classification. A "major collector" may, by definition, become a "minor arterial"
depending upon the volume and nature of traffic the roadway carries. Here the
Department itself, in adopting the Type IV class, imposed the express requirement (upon
itself) and upon all abutting owners that the segment "have four (4) or more lanes Wilh a
median or continuous center lane." Absent this physical characteristic, the segment is
not, by definition, a Type IV access control. This language does not permit the agency to
alter, amend or repeal either the definition or the access type section by later Board action
not iIl compliance with the rule making requirements of the Idaho Administrative
Procedure Act.
15. Within the Type III functional classification, a particular portion of

the highway can be designated as either urban or ruraL Under IDAPA 39.03.42.010.90,
the access type applicable to SH 44 abutting Applicant'S property would be Type 3 rural.
The evidence demonstrates that the latest United States Census for the City of Middleton
showed the population of that city to be fewer than 5,000 inhabitants. Applicant argued
that the current population of Middleton is greater than 5,000, and therefore the
appropriate access type classification should be Type 3 urban. Given the clear language
of the controlling rule, the Applicant's argument is not persuasive. The applicable mle
clearly provides that the urbanJrural determination is to be made upon the

United

States Census," which was for the year 2000. The evidence does not support a finding
that SH 44 at issue in the proceeding was anything other than rural.
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16, The Attomey General argues that the resolution of the Board

March 2002

is entitled to deference as an agency interpretation of the statute, Alternatively, it is
argued that the agency interpretation of its own rule it is entitled to deference in light of
the inherent authority and public mission of the agency. These arguments are well taken
and under other circumstances would certainly be appropriate and applicable, However,
the Board resolution in March 2002 is not "an interpretation" of either ,ill existing statute
or of an existing mle of the Depar1ment. Rather, the Board resolulion is a significant and
material amendment to the existing mle. In such a case, there is no occasion to give
deference to the Board's resolution or to the Board's understanding or belief as to its own
Board authority,
17, As noted, these proposed Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and

Recommended Order based thereon are mere! y advisory to the Director. In the event that
the Director enters conclusions and Final Order upholding the authority of the Board to
adopt its' resolution of the March 2002, then it would become necessary to proceed to
consider the Applicant's request for a variance from the Type 4 access control
classification detennined by the Director to be applicable in this case.
18. In order to obtain an access on a State highway right-of-way, a landcJwner
must apply and submit the appropriate fee for an access pennil with the governing
District of lTD. If the application is denied, lTD's Access ivlanual allows the applicant to
app! y for a variance pursuant to Section 3,16 which sels forth the minirmul1 standard and
procedure requirements or to appeal the denial.
Jg, JTD's variance policy applies when a proposed request for an approach,

utility or other pemlanent encroachment does nOl meet lTD adopted access management
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standards or policies, or when a proposed access management treatment does not meet
lTD adopted access management standards and policies. The variance is not to cause a
reduction in traffic safety, operational efficiency or functional integrity of each highway
classification.
20. ITD's variance policy outlines conditions that may be considered favorably
or not in the request for variance. If, after consideration of the Department standards and
variances, an application is denied, then the application may be appealed following the
procedures outlined in Section 3.19.
21. In the event the Director does not accept these proposed conclusions of law
and determines that SH 44 abutting Applicant's property is Type 4 access, there remains
the question of Applicant's request for a variance allowing an encroachment onto SH 44.
Counsel stipulated during the hearing that the issue of a variance is appropriately before
the Director in this proceeding.
The evidence presented in this case indicates that the Department considered tbe
application for variance to allow encroachment onto SH 44 and that the request was
denied. The basis for denial includes the Department's detennination that the subject
parcel abuts Duff Lane, a county road, which provides ample, reasonable and adequate
access to ,md from the property. Both the Chief Engineer for the Depanment, Sleven
Hutchinson, and the Assistant District 3 Engineer, Scott Gurnsey, testified regarding Ihe
process and procedures involved in an Applicant seeking a variance from applicable
access control specifications. Department witnesses testified that a variance in this case
is not consislent with applicable access management standards and policies adopted by
the Department for a Type IV highway classificationl.ncluded among the reasons
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supporting the Department denial were the fact that the site had alternative access
through and upon Duff Lane, the property was in no way landlocked, the variance would
not lead to the improvement of traffic safety or operations, and finally that the requested
variance was being sought and ordered to further the development goals of the landowner
and therefore was occasioned entirely by the landowner's own design and conduct.
In the event the Director concludes that this is a type IV highway, the evidence
does not support a finding that the Department in any way violated its own rules or
policies in denying the request for variance. Likewise, the evidence does not support a
finding that the Department developed or applied any plan of discrimination against
Applicant in denying the application for a varianee.
The Applicant is not entitled to a variance from Type 4 access control st,mdards.
The requested variance does not satisfy the specified conditions for approval.
22. The requested variance should be denied.
RECOMMENDED DECISION
Upon the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, the Hearing Officer
respectfully recommends to the Director that:
J. The Applicant's application for encroachment onto SH 44 be considered a:,

Type III (principal arterial access control) and that the application
remanded to the Department staff for consideration and processing as a Type
III access control segment of highway;
2. in the event Recommendation No.1 is not adopted, and the ponion of SII 44
abutt1T1g Applicant's property is considered by the Director to be Type 1V
access control, then the Applicant's request for variance should be denied.
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Respectfully submitted this ;2-?"day of August, 2007.

SCHEDULE FOR REVIEW
1.

These are the Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law of the

Hearing Officer. The Recommended Order becomes final only after review by the
Director in accordance with I.e. 67-5244.
2.

The Director, under I.e.67-5244, shall allow all parties to file exceptions

to the recommended order, to present briefs on the issues, and may allow a11 parties to

participate in oral argument.

3.

The Director shall, unless otherwise required, either:
(a) issue a final order in writing with fifty-six (56) days of the receipt of

the final briefs or oral argument, whichever is later, unless the period is waived

Of

extended with the written consent of all parties or for good cause shown;
(b) remand the matter for additional hearings; or

(c) hold additional hearings.
4.

The Director on review of this recommended order shall exercise all the

decision-making power that he would have had if she bad presided over tbe hearing held

iJl this proceeding.
Respectfully submitted this

~ay of August, 2007.

~--
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

cf/

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ;2r day of August, 2007, a tme and correct
copy of the within and foregoing document was served upon:

Steven Parry
P.O. Box 7129
Boise, ID 83707 -1129
Ed Guerricabeitia
P.O. Box 1583
Boise, ID 83701 .
Pamela K. Lowe, P.E.
Idaho Transportation Department
P.O. Box 7129
Boise, ID 83707-1129

X by U.S. mail
_ by hand delivery
_ by facsimile
_ by overnight mail
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BEFORE THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
STATE OF IDAHO

In the matter of the application of:

)
)

THE CITY OF EAGLE

)
)

For an Idaho Transportation Department
Right-of-WayUsePerntit.

FINAL ORDER

)
)
)

This case is an appeal to the Idaho Transportation Board ("Board") by the City of Eagle
("City") from the denial by the Chief Engineer of the Idaho Transportation Department ("lTD")
of the City's application for a Right-of-Way Use Permit The City's application requeSts a
pennit to construct an intersection for a local city street to be ~nstructed in the future at a
location one-half mile east of State Highway 55 (Eagle Road) _9I! Jhat portion of State Highway
44/55 known-as the Eagle Altemate-Route,:herein-tlie-.''Kltemate'';:. -- ------- .-- --- -- ...
I. ANALYSIS OF THE STATUTES, RULES AND POLICIES
APPLICABLE TO THE BOARD'S DECISION
A. Idaho Statutes. In the management of the operation of the state highway system, the
Board's authority and responsibilities are established in Title 40 of the Idaho Code.
1. Title 40, Idaho Code
a. Idaho Code, Section 40-301 provides:
There is established the Idaho transportation ~oard, which is vested with
authority, control, supervision and administration of the department created and
established by this title.
b. Idaho Code, Section 40-310 provides in pertinent part:
Powers and duties - State highway system. - The board shall:
(4) Locate, design, construct, reconstruct, alter, extend, repair, and maintain state
highways, and plan, design, and develop statewide transportation systems when
determined by the board to be in the public interest.
(5) Establish standards for the location, design, construction, reconstruction,
alteration, extension, repair and maintenance of state highways, providl)4.~i II
standards of state highways through local highway jurisdictions slGhn

BIT-
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coordinated with the standards in use for the systems of the respective local
highway jurisdictions....
(9) Designate state highways, or parts of them, as controlled-access facilities and
regulate, restrict or prohibit access to those highways to serve the traffic for which
the facility is intended.
.. ,(Emphasis added.)
c. Idaho Code, Section 40-312(1) provides in pertinent part:
Powers and duties - Rules and Regulations. - The board shall:
(1) Prescribe rules and regulations affecting state highways and turnpike projects,
and enforce compliance with those rules and regulations.
d. Idaho Code Section 40-503(2) provides in pertinent part:
An office of the chief engineer of the department is established, and the chief
engineer shall be a registered professional engineer, holding a current certificate
of registration in accordance with the laws of this state ... The chief engineer shall'
also have had five (5) years of actual experience in highway engineering, at least
three (3) of which shall have been in an, administrative capacity involving the
direction of a substantial technical engineering staff. .'..

IDAPA 39. Pursuant to the Board's rule-making authority under §40-312(I) Idaho Code, the
Board has adopted Department rules found. at IDAPA 39.03.42 entitled "Rules Governing
Highway Right-of-Way Encroachments on State Rights-of-Way". These rules govern the
granting of public and private, approaches on to state highways and appeals of departmental
decisions on applications for pennits.
.
1. At the time of the City's application for a permit for the proposed intersection, IDAPA
39.03.42.500.02 provided in pertinent partl : '
Approach Locations. Approaches shall be located where they do not create undue
interference with or hazard to the :free movement of normal highway or pedestrian
traffic and so that areas of congestion shall not be created on the highway.
2. At the time this appeal was filed, the appeal process2 established under IDAPA
. 39~03.42.700 provided:
.
APPEAL PROCESS.
Applicants denied permits by the District Engineer, may appeal to the State
1 IDAPA 39.03.42 was changed significantly in March of 200 1 while this appeal was pending. The Board has
detennined that tlJe standards established by tlJe rule in place at tlJe time tlJe appeal was filed shall govem the
ard's decision on this appeal. However, tlJe Board's review of the new rule reveals ~ while some 4etail has
~ added to tlJe standards governing the proposal for the new intersection, tlJe substance of tlJe standards has not
. Changed significantly, and the changes would not change this decision.
2 See Footnote 1, above. The appeal process under the new rule has eliminated the Board level of review, and
implemented contested case review by an administrative hearing officer.
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Highway Administrator (i.e. the Chief Engineer). If further arbitration is
required, the Department Director will be consulted and, if necessary, the appeal
may be presented to the Idaho Transportation Board for final decision.

c.

Board and Department Policy. Pursuant to the Board's authority under §40-312(1)
Idaho Code to make rules and regulations affecting state highways, the Board has
adopted policies, designated ''B'' policies, which establish general rules and regulations
regarding the operation of the state highway system. The Board's ''B'' policies are
implemented by more detailed departmental administrative or "AU policies which are
signed by the Director of ITD. The standards that governed the granting of access
permits at the time of the City's application and appeal were contained in Board Policy
B-12-1S and Administrative Policy A-12-lS 3•
Following are the pertinent parts of these policies. All underlining for emphasis is intended to
identify those portions of the policies that the Board has detennined set the standards for the
Board's review under the facts in this case.
1. Board Policy B-12-1S

HIGHWAYACCESS CONTROL
-It is the 136ard's policy lo-providesafe,· regulated highway operations with
minimum traffic interference from adjacent properties while also providing
appropriate service. Access will be regulated to preserve' the .integrity of the
hi ghway system and protect the investment in highway improvements.
The Board has approved an access control plan for· the rural State Highway
System and has caused a map to be prepared for use as a guide in approving and
___ maint~..8 public and private access to the State Highway System.
The Idaho Transportation Board retains the right to change access control,
reconstruct or widen the roadway, and arrange for necessary modifications or
closure of approachesandlor points of access. Types of access control purchased
prior to adoption of this policy shall remain in effect ...
Urban access control will be deVeloped in coordination with local jurisdictions
and will consider the same criteria established for the rural portion of the State
Highway System.
Approved by the Board on: 8-20-81

3 Policies B-12-15 and A-12-15 were amended while this appeal was pending and after the adoption of the
amendments to IDAPA 39.03.42 described in Footnote I above. The Board has determined that the standards
"tablished by the policies in place at the time the appeal was filed will govern the Board's decision on this appeal.
• review of the new policies reveals that while some detail has been added to the standards governing the proposal
for the new intersection, the substance of the standards has not changed significantly under the new rule and the
changes would not affect this decision. The changes in the policies relating to the minimum standards for the
spacing of public road intersections in areas of Type IV access control is discussed later in this decision.
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2. Administrative Policy A-12-15

HIGHWAY ACCESS CONTROL

Rural
An access control plan for the rural portion of the State Highway System has been
established by the Transportation Board in consideration of these criteria: type of
facility, functional c1assification, highway safety, vehicle operations, preservation
of highway utility, zoning, and route consistency...
Control of access on existing highways shall be maintained according to the type
of access control purchased and estab1ished for each specific land parcel. Types
of access control purchased prior to adoption of this policy shall remain in effect
Types of access con!Tol are shown below in Figure I. Numbers in parenthesis
refer to supplemental data on the next page.
TYPE OF ACCESS CONTROL
METHOD OF FULL
ACCESS -- --- _CONTROL
Type VEublic Road Via
Interchange
Connections
,
ramps only (5)
Access Road
Existing
Service Only
Approaches
'-----. -'New

Approaches

Access Road
Service Only

PARTIAL CONTROL
-

- -----

TypeD -, Type I
TypeN
I Type in
As . shown on J2roi~t J2lans or determineg 10 be in the
-~ubIic interest Ul
Access
Road
Service
Only (3)
Access
Road
Service
Only (3) and
(6)

Maximum of
four- per side
per mile (3)
·See below
Access Road
Senjce ..Ollly-,_
except
in
extreme cases
(3) and (6) •
Maximumof3
per side per
mile if located
mile-grid
in
road
local
system.

As shown on project
plans with no spacing
restrictions
Permitted at
not
less than
J~r9hi~i~.
'sii --bundled
except
and
that
sixty
(660) foot
isolated
parcels
spacing
shall
be between
served (2) approaches.
(4). except
that isolated
parcels $hall
be
served
(2)

Supplemental data:
(1)
For Type N, partial access control, existing public road connections shall
be shown on the project plans with future public road intersections limited
to one (1) per mile on each side of the highway..
(2)

Isolated parcels are those land units adjacent to the highway right of way
that have no access due to canals, streams, terrain, other barriers or were
created by property sale or exchange before the original access purchase.
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(3)

Adequate right of way for access roads may be obtained under Type ill
and Type IV partial access control. Access roads shall be provided when
economically justified.

(4)

The minimum six hundred sixty (660) foot approach spacing for the Type
I partial access control may be increased and will be considered in the
initial approval of that type of access.

(5)

Full control of access prohibits all at·grade intersections, including those
with railroads.

(6)

Right of way for frontage roads will be provided when appropriate and
will be obtained in the name of the entity having jurisdiction.

Urban
Urban access control will be developed in coordination with local jurisdictions
and will use the same criteria employed to establish rural access control.
The Districts and the Transportation Planning and Programming Section will be
the Department's controlled access· policy to
representatives of planning units and locafjiirisdiCtions-:- ACceSs -control plans for
urban areas will be reviewed by the Transportation Planning and Programming
Section.

<rt~sponslble:"for :c6Inmunic;~~g

Urban and Rural
Changes in Functional Classification of routes will include consideration of
- ~-approI?ria.:te }e~el of access control for
functional usage.
Adopted: 10117/91

D. United States Code and Regulations. In the administration and management of those
highways that are a part of the National Highway System (NHS)or where federal funds have
been used to construct or improve the highways, the Board is obligated to comply with federal
statutory law under Title 23 of the United States Code, as well as the regulations promUlgated
under the statutes which are found in Title 23 of the Code of Federal Regulations.
1. 23 USC §103. The federal statute which establishes the NHS and defines its purpose is
found at 23 USC § 103, which reads, in pertinent part:

(a) In general.-·For the purposes of this title, the Federal-aid systems are the
Interstate System and the National Highway System.
(b) National Highway System.-(1) Description.-·The National Highway System consists of the highway
routes and connections to transportation facilities depicted on the map submitted
by the Secretary to Congress with the report entitled "Pulling Together: The
National Highway System and its Connections to Major IntelTIlodal Terminals"
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and dated May 24, 1996. The system shallfA) serve major population centers, international border crossings, ports,
airports, public transportation facilities, and other intermodal transportation·
facilities and other major travel destinations;
ill} meet national defense requirements; and
te} serve interstate and interregional travel.
.
(2) eomponents.--The National Highway System described in paragraph (1)
consists of the following:
(A) The Interstate System described in subsection (c).
(B) Other urban and rural principal arterial routes.
(e) Other connector highways (including toll facilities) that provide motor
vehicle access between arterial routes on the National Highway System and a
major intermodal transportation facility.
(D) A strategic highway network consisting of a network of highways that
are important to the United States strategic defense policy and that provide
defense access, continuity, and emergency capabilities for the movement of
personnel, materials, and equipment in both peacetime and wartime~ The
highways may be highways on or off the Interstate System and· shall be
designated by the Secretary in consultation with appropriate Federal agencies and
the States.
...
-(E) Major strategic highway network connectors ~cotisi~ting of highways that
provide motor vehicle access between major military installations and highways
that are part of the strategic highway network. The highways shall be desigbated
by the Secretary in consultation with appropriate Federal agencies and the States.
.. , (Emphasis added.)

2. 23 ~FR §620.203. Th.is regulation contains requirements that state highway agencies
must m~et in d~ing witl1 highway facilities _~~elinquishingprop.erty rights previously
. -··--acquired "forhi"ghway purposes and provides in pertinent part: .. - - . - .Relinquishment of Highway Facilities. Procedures.
(h) No change may be made in control of access, without the joint determination
and approval of the SHA (State Highway Agency) and FHWA. This would not
prevent the relinquishment of title, without prior approval of the FHWA, of a
segment of the right-of-way provided there is an abandonment of a section of
highway inclusive of such segment.

3. 23 CFR §625.2(c) This regulation which deals with design standards for federal aid
highways contains a statement of the FHWA policy and goals regarding safety
requirements that state highway agencies must meet in dealing with highway facilities
and provides:

An important goal of the FHWA is to provide the highest practical and feasible level of.
safety for people and property associated with the Nation's highway transportation
systems and to reduce highway hazards and the resulting number and severity of
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accidents on ail the Nation's highways.
II. THE COURSE OF THE PROCEEDINGS
A~

In September 2000, the City filed an application for a Right-of-Way Use Permit with ITD's

District Three Office located in Boise, Idaho. The City's application requested a permit for
access for an intersection with a local street to be located one-half mile east of Eagle Road on
that portion of State Highway 44/55 known as the Eagle Alternate Route. (Eagle Exhibit 1.)
The lTD District Three Engineer denied the application on October 4, 2000. (Eagle Exlnoit 1.)
The City appealed the District's decision to the Chief Engineer. The Chief Engineer denied the
application on November 20,2000. (Eagle Exhibit 1.) The City appealed the Chief Engineer's
decision to the Board on November 30, 2009. (Eagle Exhibit 1.)
B. An evidentiary hearing was held before the Board on January 19, 2001 in Boise, Idaho, at
which the representatives of the .City, those in support of the City's application, and
representatives of lTD staff appeared and presented oral and documentary evidence. Mr~ Bany .
Marcus, a representative of Eagle Gravel, Inc., one of the landowners at the site of the proposed
intersection, appeared in support of the City's application, testified at the hearing, and submitted
a significant amount of documentary evidence which has been included in the record as "Marcus
Exhibits". At the close of the hearing, the Board granted the parties until February 2, 2001 to
sub~t anyadditional--dociUJ)-entiiiY-evidenCe -that they wished the Board to consid~ prior to
losing the record and taking .the matter under advisement. The Board also encouraged the
:ties to- meet in an attempt to settle the matter. The deadline for submittal of additional
-aocumentary evidence was extended to March 2, 200 1 at the request of the City. and lTD staff.
Further extensions of the deadline for submittal of final documentary evidence and continuation
of the date for closure of the record and deliberations were granted at the request of the parties
while they attempted to negotiate a settlement of the dispute.

c.

In March of 2002, after settlement negotiations had failed, the City requested that the
evidentiary hearing be reopened and that the parties be given an opportunity to submit additional
documentary evidence and testimony in support of their position. The Board granted the parties
an opportunity to submit additional documentary evidence prior to December 10, 2002, and a
continuation of the evidentiary hearing was scheduled before the Board on December 12,2002.
The City representatives, Mr. Marcus, and the lTD staff representatives again appeared and
testified before the Board on that date. At the request of the Board, a representative of FHWA
appeared at the hearing and presented -evidence related to its role and general responsibilities
regarding access control on highways which are a part of the National Highway System.

D. The City and Mr. Marcus objected to the evidence offered by the representative ofFHWA on
the grounds that FHWA's evidence was prejudicial and would taint the Board's decisional
process. They argued that FHWA has no role in the decision making process on an application
for a Right-of-Way Use Permit on an NHS highway until after the Department has approved
such an application, and after an application is approved, the FHWA would be required to make
independent decision to concur with the decision or not based upon federal law and regulatory
Jldards. The participation of FHWA in the hearing before the Board, argued the City and Mr.
Marcus amounted to "pre-decisional speculation" by the same officials who would later be

,
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quired to make a decision on whether to concur if the permit was granted. The Board noted the
Citts objections, but upon review, chose to admit the FHWA evidence over the objections of
the City.
Idaho Code § 67-5251 provides in pertinent part:
Evidence - Official notice. - (1) The presiding officer may exclude evidence that
is irre]evan~ unduly repetitious, or excludable on constitutional or statutory
grounds, or on the basis of any evidentiary privilege provided by statute or
recognized in the courts of this state. All other evidence may be admitted if it is
of a type commonly relied upon by prudent persons in the conduct of their affairs.

The City's arguments ignore the nature of the evidence offered by the ,FHWA representative.
The FHWA evidence was general in nature and outlined the agency's views on the importance of
stewardship of transportation facilities and assets on the National Highway System, of which the
Alternate is a part. The evidence also dealt with the broad perspective of the National Highway
System and the need to consider the broader purposes of the transportation system as well as
local needs and purposes. At no point did the FHWA representative opine on the
appropriateness. of approval, or d~piat-pf Jhe, :~pplicationin question in this case, nor did he
speculate about what success' tlie- application;-lt::'appfov-ea; woUId-meet-:-iii -seeking FHWA
'ncurrence. It is the Board's finding that the FHWA evidence is not barred on constitutional or .
.dtutOry grounds, nor is it privileged. It is relevant in that the Alternate, where the intersection
is proposed, is a part of the National Highway System and thus, the impacts of the intersection
must be viewed from a statewide and national perspective as well as a local 'perspective.
Additionally, it is prudent for the Board to recognize· and understand the federal standards and
the potential effect of the approval on the Department's compliance with its obligations to the
feder~gl.!Wi!y:?gtmc:XT-ln-the.¥ieW.1)fihe:::BQar.d;::the-evideIl,ee-effer-ed-b¥-EHWAJs.e..viden.ce .of
a type commonly relied upon by prudent persons-illfue conduct of their affairs, and is admissible
before the Board in this appeal.
E. At the close of the December 12,2002 evidentiaryhearing, the Board closed the record. In,
addition to the oral testimony submitted at the hearings, the record at that point contained thirtysix exhibits submitted by the City, six exhibits submitted by Mr. Marcus on behalf of Eagle
Gravel, Inc., one exhibit submitted byFHWA, and four exhibits submitted by lTD staff. All of
the proffered exhibits were admitted into evidence by the Board and considered in reaching this
~ci~~
,
',.
'
The Board now proceeds to its findings of fact based upon the evidence submitted.

ill. FINDINGS OF FACT
A. Planning for and Construction oftbe Ea'gle Alternate

1. State Highway 44 (SH 44) runs east and west through the Treasure Valley from Exit
25 on Interstate 84 through Middleton, Star and Eagle to Boise. In the mid to late 1970's,
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the Idaho Transportation Department and officials from the City were concerned with the
traffic congestion that was occurring on SH 44 as it ran through the central business
district of the City. Traffic volumes on the highway had increased significantly and were
projected to increase even more in future years, and the routing of the highway forced
traffic through the City at reduced speeds amidst the distraction of local traffic and
business activity. Proposed routes for a bypass or alternate route around the City of
Eagle to remedy the situation were studied beginning in 1978. In 1989, City officials
approached lTD with a request that it. proceed quickly to develop a solution to the
congestion. In 1991, the environmental assessment for the Alternate route was approved.
The alignment finally selected for the constrUction .of the Alternate route was located
south of the City along a route preferred by the City officials. (ITD Exhibit A.)

2. 1)e Alternate was constructed in 1996 at a cost of $16.2 million dollars. The total
costs included construction costs of $6.1 million and right-of-way acquisition costs of
$7.7 million. The majority of the funds used· for design, construction and right-of-way
acquisition for the highway were federal highway funds. 'Prom milepost 16.26 to
milepost 19.00, the Alternate was constructed on a new aligiunent where no public
highwal had previously existed. The project called for the retention of ' 'Type IV" access
control along that portion of the highway located between MP 16.26 and MP, 19.00. No
-, aCCeSs"nghts"were granted-by ITO to the o"YllefS-af the-pr.operties abutting the portion of
the Alternate-that was part 'oIthe-'new" alignmenC 'Access po1nl$'foi~ignalized public
intersections were granted at the intersection with Eagle Road, and at the intersection
with Edgewood Drive approximately one mile east of ,the' .SH 55/SH 44 intersection.
(lTD Exhibit A.)
3. The portion of the Alternate that lies east of Eagle Road is now designated as SH
55/SH 44, and is a multi-lane principal arterial highway, which is part of the National
_J:Iigh\VaY~'§!cm1 ..lli!I~} within Idaho. (FHWA E~bit 1.) The average daily traffic
volume on the Alternate ror 2002T817 ,00(rvehTCles'peiaa)C'The]lfojectecra:verage daily
traffic on the Alternate in the year 2020 is 27,500 vehicles per day. (ITO Exhibit D, p.
2.)
B. Planning for the Proposed Intersection

1. The City of Eagle is a member of a municipal planning organization (MPO) that has
been established Wlder 23 USC § 134 S for the Ada COU!lty area. The MPO of which the
. "''Type IV" access control consists of partial access control on major arterial highways. (A·12·15.)
5 The federal statute referred to by the City relating to ITO's obligation to participate in the local planning process
with metropolitan planning organizations provides in pertinent part as follows:
§ 134. Metropolitan planning
(a) General requirements.(1) Findings.-It is in the national interest to encourage and promote the safe and efficient
management. operation, and development of surface transportation systems that will serve the
mobility needs ofpeopJe and freight and foster economic growth and deVelopment within and
through urbanized areas, while minimizing transportation-related fuel consumptiOn and air
pollution.
(2) Development of plans and programs.-To accomplish the objective stated in paragraph (1),
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City is a· member is the Community Planning Association of Southwest Idaho
("COMP ASS" fonnerly known as the Ada Planning Association "AJ>A"). ITD as a state
highway agency participates with the local governmental agency members in COMPASS
in the transportation planning process. 6 (23 USC §134; Marcus Exhibit 2.)
2. The City takes the position in this appeal that as a result of its participation in the
MPO planning' process, IT'D is bound by the planning decisions of COMPASS. As
authority for this position, the City references the U.S. Code section that outlines the
MPO planning process. 7 This section of federal law recognizes the importance of
cooperative planning for and development of safe and efficient highways in urbanized
areas to (1) serve the mobility needs of people and freight; (2) foster economic growth
and development; and (3) minimize fuel consumption and air pollution. It does not,
however, conflict with the stated purposes of the NHS, or require that local interests in
community cohesion or economic growth and development take precedence over the
broader national and regional purposes of the NHS on highways located within the
geographical limits of the MPO. (Eagle Exhibit 8, August 26, 2002 letter, p. 3; Marcus
Exhibit 6, p. 5, question 4; lTD Exhibit B.)

-~_

3. COMPASS adopted its first major transportation plan in 1982. That plan was updated
----in-1992---.The. 1992 plan wasupdated-jnJ996,- the same year the Eagle Alternate was
built. The functional street dassifica:tion map for the Eagle.·planning ar~adopted
November 18, 1996 showed no plans:for an intersection on the Alternate between Eagle
Road and Edgewood Drive. (Marcus Exhibit 2, Ch. 1, pp. 2-3, and Ch. 4,.p. 8).

4. In October 1998, the City of Eagle included a proposed intersection on the north side
of the Alternate in proposed amendments to its comprehensive plan. lTD. objected in
writing to the inclusion of the proposed intersection in the plan, and pointed out that
~----:aeeess:=en=Sli=-44=w.as:::::±imjted==-ro::::eMs1iBg=po~:=::efc:=aGCeSs,--and-that _the__proposed
h;t~;~~tion would not be allowed. (ITD Exhibit A, p. 0.)----. - --. -.--- --: .. -------- ..
5. The COMPASS 1996 Destination 2015 Plan was updated with the issuance of the
Destination 2020 Plan on July 19, 1999. That plan was revised on April 16,2000. The
2000 revisions to the Destination 2020 Plan, for the first time, include a new road on the
north side of the Alternate at the location of the proposed intersection on the list of
metropolitan planning organizations designated under subsection (b), in cooperation with the State
and public transit operators, shall develop transportation plans and programs for urbanized areas of
the State.
(3) Contents.--The plans and programs for each metropolitan area shall provide for the
development and integrated management and operation of transportation systems and facilities
(including pedestrian walkways and bicycle transportation facilities) that will function as an
intermodal transportation system for the metropolitan area and as an integral part of an intermodal
transportation system for the State and the United States.
(4) Process of development.-The process for developing the plans and programs shall provide
for consideration of all modes of transportation and shall be continuing, cooperative, and
comprehensive to the degree appropriate, based on the complexity of the transportation problems
to be addressed. (Emphasis added.)
6 ITD also participates in a statewide planning process under 23 USC §135.
7 23 USC § 134, see Footnote 5 above.
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proposed functional street classification changes, as well as a map of the Eagle planning
area that shows a stub road on the north side only of the Alternate at the location of the
intersection now proposed. This plan also contains the statement that, "SH 44 from the
east leg of SH 55 west to the City of Star is a limited access arterial roadway that shall be .
given special consideration for access control." (Marcus Exhibit 2, Ch. 4, pp. 12, 15, and
25.)
6. The COMPASS Destination 2020 Plan was updated during the course of this appeal
by the Destination 2025 Plan dated July 15, 2002 which includes.a map' of the Eagle
planning area dated July 19, 1999. This map shows an intersection on the north side of
the Alternate which is linked to Plaza Drive. Plaza Drive is shown on the map as a
collector road that runs from Eagle Road north of the intersection with SH 44 through to
State Street in Eagle (the old alignment ofSH 44). (Eagle Exhibit 29, Ch 4, p. 55.)

7. Since·the construction of the Alternate in 1996, there has been a significant amount of
new development within the City in the areas located between the Alternate and the old
alignment of SH 44, and between the Alternate and the Boise River. (Eagle Exlu"bit 1,
pp. 1-3.) lTD was approached by the Ada County Highway District (ACHD) in 1997
with an application to construct a signalized intersection at a location on the Alternate
. -appr.oximately--=one':".halLnrll~'east:',of-=,the-Eagle"RQacl intersection. That request was
denied. (lTD Exhibit A;'p~'6:) ' - . --- -_......... "-'
"_-_._-.--The Proposed Intersection

1. In: September of 2000, the City filed an application for a Right-of-Way Use Permit
with ITD's District 1bree Office. The City's application requested a permit for access
for an intersection with a local street to be located on the Alternate approximately one----half-mile-east or-Eagle-R.oaQ-<fhe·applieati~est~ J!J~j-~~of~Way. Use. Permit to
--construct a fully signalized four way intersection. (Eag!eExhlbit 1, p. 6.) The
application was supported by a letter dated September 5,2000 from ACHD, which is the
highway agency having jurisdiction over the local road that would cross the Alternate at
the location of the proposed intersection. The letter outlined ACHD's support for the
City's application, and outlined the conditions that AeHD believed should govern the
approval of the permit. (Eagle Exhibit 3, p. 2 and Eagle Exhibit 31, p. 3.)

2. The City described the proposed project as involving the construction of a new two
lane local road to be named Parkway Boulevard between Plaza Drive north o.f the
Alternate and Riverside Drive south of the Alternate. The new intersection would be
located approximately halfway between Eagle Road and Edgewood Drive, and would be
constructed with no restrictions on turning movements. Left and right tum lanes in both
directions would be added to the Alternate as well as crosswalks. Four-phase operation
signals would be added on mast anns with pedestrian heads. The proposed new road and
the intersection improvements would be paid for by the owners/developers of·· the
properties abutting the Alternate at the location of the proposed intersection. (Eagle·
Exhibit 10, p. 4.)
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3. The area surrounding the proposed intersection was described by the City as having
one major development called the Rocky Mountain Business Park which is located north
of the Alternate and west of Edgewood Drive. The Eagle River development is located
south of the proposed intersection, and the Eagle Gravel development will be located on
the northwest quadrant of the proposed intersection. (Eagle Exhibit 10, p. 4 and Eagle
Exhibit 33, pp. 4-6.)
4. The purpose of the proposed intersection as outlined by the City would be to provide a
new access to and from the Eagle River development and a new City park south of the
Alternate to the City, and to provide an alternative route for local north-south traffic in
the City. It was stated that it would also act as a replacement access for emergency
vehicles stationed at the fire station north of the Alternate, and to the planned hospital to
be built south of the Alternate. (Eagle Exhibit 33, p. 4~)
5. The need for the proposed intersection as outlined by the City is to: address traffic
issues and poor levels of service that are occurring at the intersection of Eagle Road and
the Alternate; alleviate traffic north of the Eagle Road/SH 44 intersection; reduce delays to traffic on Eagle Road and SH 44; reduce delays for emergency vehicles; and reduce
"safety issues". (Eagle Exhibit 33, pp. 4-5.)
- 6. The-City proposed -to- provide--certain--rneasures; ---at--the- expense--of the
landowners/developers of the properties abutting the Alternate, to mitigate the impacts of
the proposed intersection. The mitigation measures proposed include:
a. Install full signalization at the proposed intersection. (Eagle Exhibit 7, p. 23.)
b. Eagle Gravel would be required to cOmplete the construction of Plaza Drive. (Eagle
Exhibit 7, p. 23.)
c. Eagle River would be required to- construct the spine road from Eagle Road to
-Edgew00d=Drive:--:'(-EagIe:Exhibif:1., -Ii 23i)_~ __ . -.- --.---. c== __~-:~~-_-d. Eagle Gravel would close two existing access points: one on SH 44 east of the
proposed intersection and one on Eagle Road south of the intersection with SH 44.
(Eagle Exhibit 8, p. 14.)
e. Coordination of the existing signals at Eagle Road and Edgewood Drive with the new
signal. (Eagle Exhibit 8, p. 13.)
f. Installation of an advanced "Dilemma Zone Detection" system to prevent accidents.
(Eagle Exhibit 8, p. 13.)
---~-----~

D.

lTD Standards for Granting a Permit for a New Urban Public Intersection on
Controlled Access Highway
I. Does the proposed intersection comply with the Board's policy to regulate access
in order to provide safe regulated highway operations? (lTD Board Policy B-12-15.)

a. Construction of the proposed intersection would result in an increase in accidents on
the Alternate. Most accidents which would occur as a result of the proposed intersection
would be rear-end collisions, however, the proposed intersection would create up to thirtysix points of conflict for traffic. (Eagle Exhibit 8, p. 1; Eagle Exhibit 27, p. 1.)
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b. The proposed intersection would cause accidents to take place in a location where no
accidents are currently taking place thereby reducing safety on the Alternate. Statistical
accident data shows that a typical urbanized intersection has an average of 6.2 accidents
per year;" 24% involve injuries,l % are fatal. The engineering analysis provided by the
parties shows that coordination of the signals at the existing Eagle Road and Edgewood
Drive intersections (which could be done without the proposed intersection) would reduce
accidents, but adding the proposed intersection would result in a net increase of accidents,
even with coordination. (ITD Exhibit B, p. 3.)
c. The proposal to mitigate the safety impacts through the installation of a dilemma zone
detection system has not been shown by the evidence to be adequate or effective in the
situation of the proposed intersection. The .system has been used experimentally for
isolated intersections that are not part of a coordinated signal system. There has been no
study or explanation offered as to how such a system would work effectively at an urban
intersection that is part of a coordinated system of three signals located within a one-mile
stretch of highway. The Board finds that the dilemma zone pr~vention system cannot be
relied upon as a mitigating factor to reduce the number of accidents thatwould occur at the
proposed intersectio~... (ITD Exhibit B, p. 3.)
d. The City's traffic study does not adequately address safety issues relating to
pedestrian and bicycle traffic at the proposed intersection. ~uch -traffic, which would be
significant at the proposed intersection, presents special safety concerns which have not
been addressed. (ITD Exhibit B, p. 4.)
e. In relation to the safety factors impacted by the proposed intersection, the City has
offered evidence that if the proposed intersection is constructed, emergency vehicles that
--are-statitmed no~rtheAltemate ·WOllIa;:b1i:ve::q:uick~~~p0nse::times-to"emergencies in
the area south of the Alternate. (Eagle Exhibits 17,21,25,26; and 34, p. 11). The Board ..
finds that response times to emergency calls to the area immediately south of the
Alternate in the vicinity of the proposed intersection would be reduced to some degree by
the construction of the proposed intersection, however, the geographical area that would
be likely to experience reduced emergency vehicle response times is limited. The Board
further finds that the benefits of reduced emergency vehicle response times for this
limited geographical area are outweighed by other negative impacts of the proposed
intersection upon traffic safety on the Alternate.
f. The Board further finds that other highway construction alternatives exist to meet the
public's interest in reduced emergency vehicle response times that would not negatively
impact traffic safety on the Alternate. (lTD Exhibit B, p. 12; ITD Exhibit C, p. 2.) Such
alternatives include those listed under Findings of Fact 3.f., as well as a right-in, rightout, intersection on the north side of the Alternate.
2. Does the proposed intersection comply with the IDAPA Rule and Board Policy
which require intersections to be located where they do not cause undue
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interference with the free flow of traffic and minimize traffic interference from
adjacent properties? (IDAPA 39.03.42.500.02; lTD Board Policy B-12-1S.)

a. The construction of the proposed inter$ection would result in an increase in interference
on the Alternate from traffic off of adjacent properties because it would create a point of
access and intersection of traffic where there is now none. (Eagle Exhibit 33, p. 6.)
h. The City's plans to. mitigate the impacts of the proposed intersection through the
closure of the two existing access points owned by Eagle Gravel, Inc. onto SH 44 and
Eagle Road in this vicinity as part of this project will reduce traffic interference from
adjoining properties at the locations of the two access points. (Eagle Ex1nbit 8 Letter, p.2;
Eagle Exhibit 34, pp. 2 and 8.)
.
e. The existing access points that would be closed are unsignalized field approaches
located outside the area of Type N access control on the Alternate that have never been
used for public access. The Board finds that the detriment to the free flow of traffic on the
Alternate and interference from the proposed intersection outweigh flllY bpnefitthat would
be gained from closing the two existing approaches. (lTD Exhibit B, p. 8.)
.
d. The Board further finds that alternatives exist.to meet the City's needs and primary
purposes· for the proposed -intersection· that-would-not impact-the :fr~. -flow of ·traffic· on
the Alternate or create traffic interference on the Alternate from adjoining properties.
(lTD Exhibit B, p. 12; lTD Exhibit C, p. 2.) Such alternatives include those 11sted under
Findings of Fact 3.f.
3. Does the proposed intersection comply with the Board's policy to regulate .access
to preserve the integrity of the highway system? (ITD Board Policy B-12-1S.)

--a-.-Th-e-SIO:-·gn-alO:-s-arth~SH44~i~tersections with Eagle Road-'and Edgewood Drive are not
currently coordinated. In analyzing the ~ffect of the proposed intersection on the traffi~
on the Alternate, it is not proper to com,pare the delays in .the current uncoordinated
signalization system to the calculated delays after th~ constructi.on of the proposed
intersection and coordination of the signalized system. The impacts of the proposed
intersection arid of the coordination of the signalization s)'.Stem should b~ analyzed
separately. The evidence shows that the construction of the proposed intersection,
analyzed independently of the coordination of the signals, would increase delay for eastwest bound traffic on SH 44 from 142.00 seconds to 157.1 seconds per vehicle. This
does not take into account additional delays that may result from turning movements or
pedestrian/bicycle traffic at the proposed intersection. (lTD Ex1noit B, p. 11.)
h. Considering the 2002 average daily traffic volume of 17,000 vehicles per day, this
results in a cumulative daily vehicle delay of approximately 71.3 hours per day on the
Alternate. nus additional delay from the proposed intersection would undennine the
integrity of the highway system of which the Alternate is a part. (TID Exhibit B, p. 11;
ITD Exhibit D, p. 2 . ) '
.
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c. SH 44 is part of the NBS and was designed and constructed as an arterial highway that
is expected to provide a high degree of mobility. (lTD Exhibit B, p. 5; FHWA Exhibit 1,
pp.7-10.)

d. The primary purposes of the proposed intersection for the City is to improve flow and
circulation of local traffic and local access, and to' aetas replacement access for
emergency vehicles. (Eagle Exhibit 1, p. 3; Eagle Exhibit 10, p. 3; Eagle Exhibit 33, p.
4.)
e. The purposes of the NBS are set out in 23 USC §103 as follows: "The system shall-(A) serve major population centers, international border crossings, ports, airports, public
transportation facilities, and other intermodal transportation facilities and other major
travel destinations; (B) meet national defense requirements; and (C) serve interstate and
interregional travel." (23 USC § 103; FHWA Exhibit 1, pp. 7-19.) The Board finds that
to preserve the integrity of the state highway system, the City's local purposes for the
intersection must yield to the broader statewide and interstate public purposes for which
the Eagle Alternate was funded and constructed as part of the NBS when the two
'
purposes are in conflict.
f. Other alternatives exist to meet the City's local needs and the primary purposes for the
proposed intersection that-' would -not undermine -or-ronfliet-wiili- the broader pUblic
purposes of the NHS. The alternatives include things such as an overpass, the extension
of Plaza Drive, the realignment of Edgewoo<l Drive and Ballantyne Road to 'improve
north-south connectivity in the City, or a new collector roadway system from Beacon
Light Road south to the Alternate between Eagle Road and Ballantyne Road. (lTD
Exhibit B, p. 12; lTD Exhibit C, p.'2:.)
,

, --4.:..J){)es~e-proposerl inters:ectiQn>omply:with=the=:Bo.a~d1s=p.olicy that access should
be regulated to preserve the investment 'in highway improvements? (lTD Board
Policy B-12-1S.)
.

a. The Board finds that ITDowns all rights of access to the portion of the Alternate
where the intersection is proposed, since the route was a new highway alignment and no
access rights were created in abuttmg properties. (lID Exhibit A, pp. 18-19.)

h. lTD has an obligation to preserve the public investment in access control on the
8

Alternate. (23 CFR §71OA03 ; FHWA Exhibit 1, pp. 2-26.)

, ,

c. If access rights were to be created by lTD through the grant of access to the Alternate
at the location of the proposed intersection, lTD would be responsible to obtain
reimbursement from the owners of the property abutting the Alternate for the fair market
value of the rights created, and use those funds to improve the federally participating
transportation system. (23 CFR §710A03 9; lTD Exhibit A, pp. 20-21.)
See Footnote 9 infra.
9 23 CFR 710.403 defines the procedures a State Transportation Department (SID) must follow in disposing ofrea1
property interests (including access rights) within the boundaries of federally-aided highway facilities such ~tfrO
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d. ACHD is the local highway agency having jurisdiction over the local road that would
be created to intersect with the Alternate at the location of the proposed intersection.
ACHD, in its September 5, 2000 letter of support for the City's application, stipulated
that if the application was approved, lTD should be fully compensated by the owners of
the abutting properties for the value of the property rights created. (Eagle Exhibit 3, p.
2.)
e. Neither the City nor the owners of the property abutting the Alternate at the location of
the proposed intersection have offered as part of the proposal or the mitigation of the
impacts of the proposed intersection to compensate lTD for the value of the access rights
created. The City and Mr. Marcus have taken the position that lTD did not acquire
exclusive access rights on the Alternate because no reservation of the rights was
contained in the deeds to the abutting property owners. (Eagle Exhibit 36, pp. 12-13;
Marcus Exhibit 4, pp. 2-3; Marcus Exhibit 6., p 4.)

fo The Board finds that lTD owns all access rights to the portion of the Alternate that lies
between milepost 16.26 and milepost 19.00, and that creation of access rights through the
approval of the City's application without requiring compensation for the fair market
value of the rights from the abutting property owners would constitute a failure to
preserve.the public's inve~n.?~n~=~~~~~~~~~~_o~ements .. ~_ E~b_i~ ~pp. 18~21.)
50 Does the Board's policy providing for coordination with local jurisdictions in
urban access control require lTD to approve the City's application? (lTD Board
Policy B-12-1S; lTD Administrative PolicY A-12-150)

Alternate. Ibis regulation provides in pertinent part:
(a)-The-SIDmustassuretbat·all-realproperty-witlim~e=boUtldaJ:ies:.of.-a~ederaIly...aided.:facility-is

_

devoted exclusively to the purposes of that facility and is preserved free of all other public or
private alternative uses, unless such alternative uses are permitted by Federal regulation or the

FHWA...
(c) The SID shall evaluate the environmental effects of disposal and leasing actions requiring

FHWA approval as provided in 23 CPR part 771.
(d) Acquiring agencies shall charge current fair market value or rent for the use or disposal ofrea1
property interests. including access control. if those real property interests were obtained with title
23 of the United States Code funding, except as provided in paragraphs (d){l) through (5) of this
section. Since property no longer needed for a project was acquired .with public funding, the
principle guiding disposal would normally be to sell the property at fair market value and use .the
funds for transportation purposes. The term fair market value as used for acquisition and disposal
purposes is as defined by State statute and/or State court decisions. Exceptions to the general
requirement for charging fair market value may be approved in the following situations:
(1) With FHWA approval, when the SID clearly shows that an exception is in the overall public
interest for social, environmental, or economic purposes; nonproprietary governmental use; or
uses under 23 U.S.C. 142m, Public Transportation ... The SID shall submit requests for such
exceptions to the FHWA in writing...
.
(e) .,. Where project income derived from the sale or lease of excess property is used for
subsequent title 23 projects, use of the income does not create a Federal...aid project. ..
(g) Highway facilities in which Federal funds participated in either the right-of-way or
construction may be relinquished to another governmental agency for continued highway use
under the provisions of 23 CFR 620, subpart B~ (Emphasis added.)
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a. The City takes the position that since'ITD is required to coordinate with the local
jurisdictions in establishing access controls and has participated in the COMPASS
planning process under which a ''T'' intersection at the location of the proposed
intersection is included in the Destination 2020 and 2025 plans, lTD is obligated to
approve the City's application. (Marcus Exhibit I; Marcus Exhibit 4; Marcus Exhibit 5;
Eagle Exhibit 1; Eagle Exhibit 4; Eagle Exhibit 8 Letter; Eagle Exhibit 14.)
b. lTD infonned the City in 1998, when the City included an intersection ·at the location·
of this proposal in .the amendments to its comprehensive plan, of the .fact that the
Alternate was a limited access highway on the NBS, and that an intersection at the
proposed location would not be permitted. (lTD Exhibit B, p.18.) .
c. ' The intersection shown in the COMPASS plan is not a through intersection as now
proposed, but rather a "P' intersection for a road to be located on the north side of the
Alternate only. It is not clear from the COMPASS plan if the intersection is intended to
be a signalized intersection or a "right-in, right-out", unsignalized intersectio~which
would have significantly different impacts than the City's proposal. (Marcus Exhibit .2,
Ch. 4, p. 15.)
d~ 'ThC:fBoard

finds that1heevidence.throughouUhe_documents and testimony submitted
in this case establishihitfalih6ugli tlici City and lTD have coordinated with each other,
they have not come to an agreement The Board finds that there. is nothing in the MPO
transportation planning processmandatedunder.23 USC §134, the State transportation
planning process mandated under 23 USC §135, or the coordination process required by
Board Policies B-12-15 and A-12-15, which compels lTD at the City~s insistence to give
up the access control the "State has acquired for the Alternate. (23 USC §134; 23 USC
Exhi~it ~.)
.
§135; lTD
----- - -'

.~.--

~-

,-

-~--

. -6. - is the proposed fute;section in
A-12-15.)

the "public interest"?(lTDJ\cliiihiisli1iliv~ POlicy

a. Several local public agencies including' ACHD and COMPASS as well as various
public and private officials have concurred in the City's proposal. There has been no
evidence of opposition by the general public to the proposal submitted to the Board..
(Eagle Exhibits 5-26; Marcus Exhibit 6, p. 5.)
b. The connectivity of the north and south parts of the City which would be provided by
the proposed intersection would' promote the local public interest in cohesion and
integration of the City. (Eagle Exhibit 9, p. 21.)
c. In evaluating a proposed intersection on a state highway where access control has been
acquired' through the use of public funds, the "public interest" must be evaJuated from a
broader perspective than what is best for the City. (lTD Policy A-12-15; FHWA EXhibit
1.) On the NHS, the "public interest" must be looked at in a regional and statewide
perspective. (23 USC §l 03 ;.FHWA Exhibit 1; ITD Exhibit A; lTD Exhibit p.)
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The Board finds that the broader "public interest" is served by protecting and preserving
the asset of access control on main urban highway arterials where it exists.
d. There are only three main east-west arterial highway routes through the Treasure
Valley to carry increasing volumes of traffic. They are SH 44, US 20-26 and 1-84. The
Alternate is part of SH 44. The addition of an intersection in a location on the Alternate
where full access control has been acquired and protected would impair the mobility and
free flow of traffic on this arterial highway. The Board finds that. the broader "public
interest" is best served by protecting and preserving the mobility of traffic on each of
these three routes by limiting new access points wherever possible. (ITD Exhibit A; ITD
Exhibit D; FHWA Exhibit 1.)

7. Does the proposed intersection comply with the Department's policy to provide
new public intersections . at intervals of no less than one per mile? (lTD
Administrative Policy A-12-15.)
a. ,The proposed intersection would be. an urban intersection located· within . the
jurisdictional limits of the City. (Eagle Exhibit 33, pp. 1-6.)
b~ITD-Poiicy-A:;'12-15 -require~-one-milespacing between· rural

intersections and makes
the same standards applicable to urban intersections. (ITO Policy A-12-15.)
c. . ACHD, COMPASS, and the City of Eagle all have a one-half mile spacing
requirement for urban intersections on major collectors. (Eagle:Exhibit 4; Eagle Exhibit

9J·

.

d .. ITD changed its policy during the course of this appeal in August 2001, and now
mile spacing fOf intersections of this type. (ITD Exhibit
13: 0;' MarcuS·Exhibif5; Marcus"-Eiliiblf(l.)
. . ..

·===--==-'::::r~uif.es-a-minimtun:one~liaIq(5)

p.-J:

e. ITD's position is that if greater spacing can be achieved through purchase or retention
of access Control, then the greater spacing should be maintained. (ITD Exhibit B, p. 10.)
f. The proposed intersection's apparent lack of compliance with the one-mile spacing

requirement of the lTD policy in place at the time of the City's application was not raised
as a basis for denial of the application by lTD in the appeal. This was apparently due to
the fact that the ITD policy was in the process of change and was in fact changed during
the course of the appeal. Accordingly, the Board finds that the location of the
intersection approximately one-half mile from both the existing signalized intersections at
Eagle Road and that at Edgewood Drive is not a factor upon which the Board relies in its
decision in this appeal. (lTD Exhibit B, p. 10.)

IV. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1. lTD is not compelled by either the MPO transportation planning process mandated
under 23 USC §134, the State transportation planning process mandated under 23 USC §135, the
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:>rdination process required by Board Policies B-12-I5 and A-12-15, or the City's insistence,
• ..J give up the access control the State has acquired for the Alternate.
.

2. Decisions made by COMPASS relating to planning for future additions to or
modifications of the highways on the national or state highway system are not binding upon ITD.
3. Approval of the City's application for a Right-of-Way Use Permit to construct the
proposed intersection would not comply with Board Policy B-12-1S requiring the Board to .
regulate access in order to provide safe regulated highway operations..

4. Approval of the City's application for a Right-of-Way Use Permit to construct the
proposed intersection would not comply with IDAPA Rule 39.03.42.500.02 or Board Policy B12-IS in effect at the time of the application, which require new intersections to be located where
they do not cause undue interference with the free flow of traffic and minimize traffic
interference from adjacent properties.
5. Approval of the' City's application for a Right-of-Way Use Permit to construct the
proposed intersection would not comply with Board PolicyB-12-1S which requires the Board to
regulate access to preserve the integrity of the highway system.
--

~------

-

--~-~---'--~-~-:...........-------

~--- -------~

6. lTD owns all legal rights of-access to the--portionof the Alternate-where the
.'1tersection is proposed, since the route was a new highway alignment and no access rights have
een granted to the owners of the properties abutting that portion of the Alternate.
7. Approval of the City's application for a Right-of-Way Use Permit to construct the
proposed intersection would not comply with Board Policy B-12-15 in effect at the time of the
application, which requires that access should be regulated to preserve the investment in highway
____ . . _
.
improvements.
8. lTD has coordinated with the City regarding its application for a Right-of-Way Use
Permit to construct the proposed intersection, and denial of the City's application under the facts.
and circumstances of this case does not violate Board Policy B-12-1S or ITO Administrative
Policy A-12-15 providing for coordination with local jurisdictions in administering urban access
control.
9. Approval of the City;s application for a Right-of,-Way Use Permit to construct the
proposed intersection would not be in accord with the "public interest" in maintaining the free
flow of traffic and a high degree of mobility on highways which are a part of the National
Highway System.
10. Approval of the City's application for a Right-of-Way Use Perinit to construct the
proposed intersection would not violate the Department's new Administrative Policy A-12-0l
providing for access pennits for new public intersections at intervals of a minimum of.5 mile.
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V. DECISION
NOW THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that the application of the City of
Eagle to the Idaho Transportation Department for a Right-of-Way Use Permit for access for an
intersection with a local street to be located one-half mile east of Eagle Road on that portion of
State Highway 44/55 known as the Eagle Alternate Route is denied.
DATED this

E-~ay of February, 2003.

~Lt:.L

CHARLESL. WINDER
Chainnan of the Board

.

. ..~

District Two Representative .

MO EC.McCL
District TIrree Representative
(Seal of the Board)

Attest:

.oue Higgins
Secretary to the Board

District Five Representative
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the :<j.fT" day of February, 2003, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and within FINAL ORDER to be served upon:
Mayor Nancy Menill ..
City of Eagle
P. O. Box 1520
Eagle, Idaho 83616

Susan E. Buxton
Moore Smith Buxton & Turcke
225 N. 9th, Ste. 420
Boise, Idaho 83702

Barry L. Marcus
Marcus Menick Christian & Hardee
.
737 N. 7th St.
Boise, Idaho 83702-5575

Steve Hutchinson
Acting Chief Engineer
Idaho Transportation Department
P.O. Box 7129
Boise, Idaho 83707-1129

Pamela Lowe
District 'Three Engineer
Idaho Transportation Department
P.O. Box 8028
Boise, Idaho 83707-2028

she Higgfus
Secretary to the Board
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO

THE CITY OF EAGLE, IDAHO and EAGLE, )
RIVER, L.L.C., an Idaho limited
)
liability company,
)

©15'[IQ)W7
~
U

)

Petitioners,

)
)

and

)
}

EAGLE GRAVEL, INC., an Idaho
corporation,

)
)
)

Petitioner-Appellant,

)
)

vs.
THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD,
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT,
STATE OF IDAHO,

) Docket" Nos. 30876
)
30884
)
)
)
)

Defendant- Appellant.

)
)

-------------------------------------)
TRANSCRIPT ON APPEAL
Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial
District of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada
Presiding Judge:

HON. D. DUFF McKEE

Attorneys for Appellant:
Ms. Susan E. Buxton,. City of Eagle and Eagle River
Boise, Idaho
Rt:GE'VED
Mr. Barry L. Marcus, Eagle Gravel
Boise, Idaho
DEC J3 200~
Attorney for Respondent:
OFFICE OF THE AITOANEY GENERAL
CRIMINAl DIVISION

Mr. Lawrence G. Wasden, Attorney General
Boise, Idaho

53

.'
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE CITY OF EAGLE, IDAHO EAGLE

)

GRAVEL, INC., an Idaho

)

corporation,' and EAGLE RIVER,
_L.L.C., an Idaho Limited
Liability Company,

)

Petitioners,
vs.

Case No. CV-OC-0302129D

THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD,
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT t
STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondents.

MOTION HEARING
Oral Argument -

(Excerpt of Proceedings)

MAY 17, 2004

REPORTED BY:
MICHAEL S. LUCERO, CSR No. 255, RPR
Notary Public

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
I

THE CITY OF EAGLE, IDAHO EAGLE
GRAVEL, INC., an Idaho
corporation, and EAGLE RIVER,
L.L.C., an Idaho Limited
Liability Company,
Petitioners,
vs.
THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD,
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT,
STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondents.

)
)
)

)
)
)

) Case No. CV-OC-0302129D
}
)
)
)

----------------~------------)
BE IT REMEMBERED:

.'

That the above-entitled cause came

on duly and regularly for oral argument before the Honorable
D. Duff McKee, Senior District Judge sitting in

th~

District

Court of the Fourth JUdicial District of the State of Idaho,
on Monday, the 17th day of May 2004, in the District
Courtroom of the Ada County Judicial Courthouse at Boise,
Idaho, in the above-named district, sitting without a jury.

A P PEA RAN C E S:

MR. BARRY L. MARCUS and MS. TAMMY A. ZOKAN, of the firm of
Marcus Merrick Christian & Hardee, LLP, 737 N. 7th Street,
Boise, ID 83702, appearing on behalf of Petitioners;
MR. STEVEN M. PARRY, Deputy Attorney General, 3311 W. State
Street, P.O. Box 7129, Boise, ID 83701-1129, appearing on
behalf of Respondents.
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~

2
3

~

~

MONDAY, MAY 17, 2004
(The following is an excerpt of proceedings rtrquested
to be transcribed by counsel.)

4

THE COURT:

5

This is a fascinating case I think, alth?ugh the

Counsel, thank you very much.

6

details get a little bit tedious in fairness.

7

apologize that I .did not chase all of the tedious details

8

down.

9

issues to decide where the link pins or where the hinges

And I will

What I was looking for was some hot button or crucial

10

were.

11

get lost in all of the tedious details and miss what appear

12

to me to be at least very, very obvious link pins, the hinges

The struggle with a case like this is the parties can

of the case.

And frankly I went over i t quickly and then

14

went back over it again a little deeper to see if I was

15

overlooking something and I was asking counsel questions in

16

this.

I don't think I was.

17

As complex as this case appears to be on the

18

surface -- and I can see that it has a lot of charge to it

19

based upon what appears to me to be overwhelming local

20

support from the city, everybody connected with the city, the

21

regional planners, Ada County Highway District.

22

that has taken a look at this case from a parochial viewpoint

23

have all said it is a really good idea and it doesn't do any

24

real damage to the concept of the bypass to allow this second

.)

intersection.

Everybody

The link pin I think 'is where does the buck

6
3

stop.

~

2

with Idaho Transportation Board.
The board has the duty, authority and responsibility

3

4

to make the call in this case ..

5

to the decision of anybody else.

6

defer to the decision of COMPASS or the City of Eagle or the

7

Ada County Highway District or anybody else.

8

consider, I think it has to consult, cooperate.,

9

phrase that you're looking at is "coordina-ce."

It is not obligated to

It has to
I think the
But the

coordination even as defined by federal law is to adjust to

11

achieve general consistency.
That doesn't mean it has to defer, it doesn't mean
that it has to go along.

The concept in this is that if it.

14

can adjust to achieve consistency, it probably should do so.

15

But if there comes a point where there is an inconsistency,

16

where you have to either turn right or left, the Idaho

17

Transportation Board is the entity, is the agency with the

18

sole responsibility for deciding whether to turn right or

19

left.
I'm making this a light-switch decision and I'm sure

20

t

It is not obligated to defer

10

12

-

I'm convinced that the buck stops with and remains

21

that there are various degrees of where you go, but I look at

22

this as an appellate court.

23

been that the decision made by the Idaho Transportation was

24

wrong.

/5

A large part of the argument has

Well, that's not the issue.

The issue is did they

have the duty, responsibility and authority to make the
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decision?

I think they did.

Did they have a fair opportunity to consider all of
the inputs?

Nobody said to me that there was evidence that

they didn't consider.

They've said they didn't consider i t

correctly, they've said they didn't pay attention, they've
said they didn't believe or they didn't accept the findings
or they didn't incorporate it correctly into their
conclu.sion,. but they have not said that there was an error in
the process where evidence was wrongly admdtted or evidence
was wrongly objected to or wrongly left

out~

That there was

an error in procedure, that there was any due process problem
along the way.
The argument in this is that the decision Qf the Idaho
Transportation Department is against the manifest weight of
the evidence.

I'm persuaded by the argument that this really

isn't a contested case.

That this is a new matter and that

the question is not necessarily weight of the evidence, but
it is whether the decision of the board was arbitrary and
capricious.

And I think taking that into consideration and

look at the totality of the circumstances and you go back to
the history of the project, which I think go'es back to
19-something -- 1990 Ms. Zokan said, and I think it was
before that -- you have the initial 4310 hearing, you have
the ACHD application, you have the current petition, you have
extensive investigation and evaluation, you have all kind of
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stuff.

~

2

Now, I fully understand that the overwhelming weight

3

of all the local evidence was that this was a good idea.

4

highway department folks put in some highway information that

5

was taken into consideration.

6

was that the national and state highway interest in their

7

determination outweighed the local interest.

S

right?

9

the judiciary to interfere with the discretion of a highway

t don't know.

The determination by the board

Were they

But there's no pasis for the judge or
•

"

10

board in this area.

11

their call is to make this kind of decision between what

12

appear to be competing interests.

-

The

This is their responsibility.

Was it arbitrary and capricious?

This is

Not on the record.

14

It seems to me they carefully considered all these factor~,

15

they carefully w,eighed the factors'.

16

decision that is contrary to the local population -- or the

17

overwhelming weight of what the local folks all think, but

18

the factor of this is not a nose count.

19

the witnesses that testified or counting the weight of the

20

paper on the opposing sides.

21

decision within the reach of the Idaho Transportation Board?

22

Yes, it was.

23
"<1

~ -~

They came down with a

It is not counting

The decision is was this a

Was it within their duty and authority to make the
decision?

I think it was.

Were they bound to defer to the decision of an6~\ 5 9

l

'1'?

entity?

2

to it, they're to consider the evidence, but I don't think

3

they are bound to defer.

4

decision on this.

5

I think they're bound to listen

I think they make their own

It is a very complex case that comes down to a very

6

simple principle:, Is there any basis for judicial

7

intervention in a discretionary function of the state agency

8

that was carried out with proper procedure,

9

due process, with notice to all and with an opportunity to be

10

heard by all?

11

simple as that.

-

And I don't think there was.

wit~

I

appropriate

think it's as

It's a very complex issue, but it boils down to a very

12

simple resolution.

This is a highway district call.

They

14

made it

15

It's unpopular -- I agree with that -- and it may appear to

16

be the overwhelming weight of the local witnesses are on the

17.

other side, but that's not the call.

18

discretionary call made on a rational basis within the

19

expertise of the agency and I think it was.

20

~

I don't think so.

011

appropriate procedure after appropriate study.

It still was a

I frankly don't think there is any reason at all for

21

judicial intervention in this matter and I don't think

22

there's any really, really deep analysis that's required once

23

you get to what I think this link pin is.

24

is it's a discretionary call of the board of transportation

And the link pin

that they are not obligated to defer to the decision of
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COMPASS or
2

the

MPO.

And

once I get to that point then the

analysis all falls into line.
. I see no reversible error, no abuse of discretion on

3
4

the actions or the orders of the Idaho Transportation

5

Department by the action of the board in this case.

6

the decision -- or I decline to intervene I think.

7

sure if I affirm it because I don't think I'm asked to affirm

8

it.

9

intervene, and I would enter an order to that affect.

10

I affirm
I'm not

What I'm asked to do is intervene and I decline to

Ladies and gentlemen, thank you very much.

We'll take

11

a very brief recess.

12

It will be about maybe five, ten minutes at the most.
THE CLERK:

- 14
15

I'll take up the 11 o'clock calendar.

All rise •.

(At 11:21 A.M., this concludes the proceedings had in
this matter on today's date.)

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF EAGLE, IDAHO EAGLE
)
GRAVEL, INC., an Idaho
)
corporation, and EAGLE RIVER,
)
L.L.C., an Idaho L i m i t e d )
Liability Company,
)
Petitioners,
)
vs.
) Case No. CV-OC-0302129D
THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD,)
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, )
STATE OF IDAHO,
)
Respondents.
)

----------------------------------)
STATE OF IDAHO

..

County of Ada
I, MICHAEL S. LUCERO, do hereby CERTIFY:
That I am a duly appointed CSR,

RPR~

and acting

Official Court Reporter of the District Court of the Fourth
Judicial District of the State of Idaho;
That I correctly reported all the proceedings
had at the Motion Hearing of the above-entitled matter,
Ada County Civil Case No. CV-OC-0302129D, on the 17th day of
May 2004, in stenotype;
That thereafter, pursuant to Request for
Additional Transcript and Record, I prepared a typewritten
transcript of proceedings from said stenotype notes, and that
the foregoing pages 3 through 8, inclusive, contain a true,
correct and complete transcript of said proceedings, together

00046~
n

with all objections made and exceptions taken therein.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my had
this 6th day of December 2004.

~....o~,
~L.'" ~
MiCheli. L~ro, CSR, RPR
Official Court Reporter

Court Reporter's Transcript lodged this
of December 2004.

lOti

day

J. David Navarro, Clerk

--..r

i.t~,

By

BRA~wnIES
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~ THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRiCr~t9U1Y~
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE CITY OF EAGLE, IDAHO, EAGLE
ORAVEL, INC., an Idaho corporation, and
EAGLE RIVER., LL.C .• an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation,

Case No. CV OC 0302129D

DECISION AND ORDER
ON APPEAL

Petitioners,
VS.

THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION
l30ARD, IDAHO TRANSPORTATION
DEPARTMENT, STATE OF IDAHO,

Respondents.

For the reasons stated in open court on May 17, 2004, this Court finds that the Idaho
Transportation Board bad the proper authority and was within its discretion in denying the
Petitioners a right,.of,.way encroachment permit fot an intersection on the Eagle Alternative. The
Transportation Board did not abuse its discretion nor was its decision ~itrary or capricious. The
Court finds no reversible error and declines to intervene in the matter.
Further, the Court DENJES tile Petitioner's Motion to Augment the Record.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated this

,1 i"-day "fMay, 2004.
D. DUFFMCKBE
Senior Pistrict Judge

.
.
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on this

/

!

'9'

.
day of May 2004, I mailed a true and correct

copy of the within instrument to:
SUSAN EBUXTON
MOORE SMITH BUXTON
& TURCKE CHARTERED
ATTORNEYS AT LAW .
225 NORTH 9TH ·STREET SUITE 420

BO!SE IDAHO 83702'
BARRY L MARCUS
MARCUS
MERRICK
." "TH"
"
737 .~~.STREET·
801$£ ID.AHO 83702-5575
STEVEN MPARRY .
DEPUTY ATTO~NEY GENERAL
3311 WEST. STATE STREET
OST OFFICE BOX 7129

tb'SEIDAH(;)83707~1129

J. DAVID NAVARRO
Omk o~
-,sbictcourt

BY.~~A-

. .. , . 000466
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH

1

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY

2
3

JAMES R. WYLIE,
4

Case No. CV OC 0908647

Plaintiff,
5

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER

vs.
6
7

8

9

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD, and
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN,
Defendants.

10
11

This is an action for declaratory judgment. In his Second Amended Complaint filed May 15

12

2009, Plaintiff James R Wylie seeks a declaration from this Court that the Idaho Transportatio

13

Department, hereinafter lTD, has exclusive jurisdiction over State Highway 20126 and controls acces

14

to that highway from Plaintiff's property which is adjacent to it. Plaintiff also seeks a declaratio
from this Court that the City of Meridian has no jurisdiction or control over access to State Highwa

15

20126 and its City Ordinance 05-1171 is therefore void. On June 8, 2009, Defendant City

0

16

Meridian, hereinafter City, filed Defendant City of Meridian's Motion to Dismiss Plaintiff's Secon

17

Amended Complaint, Affidavit of Tara Green in Support of Defendant City of Meridian's Motion t

18

Dismiss Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint, Affidavit of Jaycee Holman in Support of Defendan
City of Meridian's Motion to Dismiss Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint, and Memorandum i

19

Support of Defendant City of Meridian's Motion to Dismiss Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint.
20

The City sought dismissal of the Second Amended Complaint pursuant to LRC.P. 12(b)(1) an

21

12(b)(6). On June 22, 2009, Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment was filed as was the Affidavi

22

of E Don Copple in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, Affidavit of James R Wylie i

23

Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, and Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summa

24

Judgment. On July 17, 2009, Defendant State of Idaho, Idaho Transportation Board, hereinafter th
Transportation Board, filed its Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Summar

25
26

Judgment, Affidavit of Steven M. Parry in Support of Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff'
Motion for Summary Judgment, and Affidavit of Brent Jennings, P.E., Highway Operations an
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 1
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Safety Engineer. There followed a series of reply briefs, memoranda, and affidavits from the partie
1

to these motions that the Court will not list here. However, the City did begin referring to its motiOl
2

as one for summary judgment apparently because of the numerous affidavits both in support of an

3

opposition to the City's motion which had not been excluded. See I.R.C.P. 12(b). On July 20,2009

4

Defendant City of Meridian's Motion to Strike Portions of Affidavit of James R. Wylie in Support

0

Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment and Memorandum in Support of Defendant City

0

5

Meridian's Motion to Strike Portions of Affidavit of James R. Wylie in Support of Plaintiff's Motio
6

for Summary Judgment were also filed. On July 24, 2009, Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition t
7

City of Meridian's Motion to Strike Portions of Affidavit of James R. Wylie was filed. Hearing

0

8

these motions was held on September 28, 2009. At that time, the Court found the City's motion t

9

strike was moot because the portions of the affidavit involved were not related to any issue currently

10

before the Court. The Court took the cross-motions for summary judgment under advisement.
The following facts are not in dispute. The case concerns the property known as Knighthil

11

Center Subdivision, located on the southwest corner of Chinden Boulevard and Linder Road i
12

Meridian, Idaho. Chinden Boulevard is also known as State Highway 20/26 and will hereinafter b

13

referred to as SH 20/26. The Plaintiffs predecessor in interest entered into a development agreemen

4

for Knighthill Center Subdivision on July 18,2006 with the developer and the City. This agreement i

5

attached as Exhibit C to the Affidavit of Jaycee Holman in Support of Defendant City of Meridian'
Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment and in Support of Summary Judgment i

16

Favor of Defendant City of Meridian filed on July 20, 2009. This agreement set forth the condition
17

of the annexation and zoning of the subdivision. The agreement does not provide for direct trani

1

access to or from SH 20126; but rather uses alternative points for ingress and egress. This documen

19

was recorded against the property on July 31, 2006. Plaintiff filed an application to modify th

20

development agreement and for a preliminary plat. The applications were approved by the Meridial
City Council on August 26, 2008. However, at that time the Plaintiff did not request direct access t

21

SH 20126. On February 24, 2009 the Plaintiff filed an application for a variance from the Unifie
Development Code, Meridian City Code §11-3H-4(b), which limits points of access to stat
3

highways, and requested direct access to SH 20126. A hearing was held and the Meridian Cit.

24

Council denied the variance application on May 5, 2009. The Plaintiff subsequently filed his origina
complaint in the district court on May 6, 2009.
The Court has jurisdiction to hear this matter as the Plaintiff is challenging the validity of
Meridian City Code § 11-3H-4(b) and not the denial of the variance itself. See l\;fcCuskey v. Canyo
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 2
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County, 1231daho 657, 660-661, 851 P.2d 953 (1993). City Ordinance 05-1171 has been codified a
1

Meridian City Code §11-3H-1, 2, 3, and 4.
2

The cross-motions for summary judgment relate to the aforementioned City ordinance. Th

3

City contends the ordinance was properly authorized and has the force and effect of law. Plaintif

4

asserts that the City had no authority to create the ordinance which controls access points to stat
highways and, therefore, should be found ultra vires.
Summary judgment is an appropriate remedy if the nonmoving party's "pleadings, aflidavits
and discovery documents ... , read in a light most favorable to the nonmoving party, demonstrate n
material issue of fact such that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law.'

Thomson v. City of Lewiston, 137 Idaho 473, 476, 50 P.3d 488, 491 (2002) (internal citation
9

omitted). Ordinarily, the district court is to "construe facts in the existing record in favor of th
nonmoving party, and to draw all reasonable inferences from the record in favor of the nonmovin
party." Bonz v. Sudweeks, 119 Idaho 539, 541, 808 P.2d 876 (1991) (internal citations omitted). Eve

11

where the district court will be the trier of fact it "would be required to view conflicting evidentiary
12

facts in favor of the [nonmoving party]." Argyle v. Slemaker, 107 Idaho 668, 670, 691 P.2d 1283

13

(Ct.App. 1984). However, "where the evidentiary facts are not disputed and the trial court rather thm

14

a jury will be the trier of fact, summary judgment will be appropriate despite the possibility

5

0

conflicting inferences because the court alone will be responsible for resolving those conflictin
inferences." Riverside Development Company v. Ritchie, 103 Idaho 515, 519, 650 P.2d 657 (1982).

1

"If the evidence reveals no disputed issues of material fact, then only a question of law remains.'
7

18

19

o

Purdy v. Farmers Ins. Co. ofIdaho, 138 Idaho 443, 445, 65 P.3d 184, 186 (2003).
As mentioned above, the facts are not in dispute in this case. The question therefore become
whether either party "is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." LR.C.P. 56(c). As was noted earlier
PlaintiiTseeks declaratory judgment from this Court that Meridian City Code §11-3H-l, et seq., i
void because the City was acting outside the scope of its authority by enacting the ordinance.

1

However, before this Court can address that claim, it must first address the City's contention tha
22
23
24

Plaintiff s claim would resolve neither the uncertainty nor the controversy "giving rise to th
proceeding." I.C. 10-1206.
"As a general rule, a declaratory judgment can only be rendered in a case where an actual

0

justiciable controversy exists." Harris v. Cassia County, 106 Idaho 513, 516, 681 P.2d 988 (1984
(internal citations omitted). "[T]he United States Supreme Court aptly summarized the pivota
6

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 3
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, elements of a justiciable controversy in Aetna Life Insurance Co. V Haworth, 300 U.S. 227, 57 S.Ct
461,81 L.Ed. 617 (1937).
A •controversy , in this sense must be one that is appropriate for judicial
determination. . . . A justiciable controversy is thus distinguished from a difference or
dispute of a hypothetical or abstract character; from one that is academic or moot. ....
The controversy must be definite and concrete, touching on the legal relations of
parties having adverse legal interests .... It must be a real and substantial contro\'ersy
admitting of specific relief through a decree of a conclusive character, as distinguished
from an opinion advising what the law would be upon a hypothetical state of facts.
300 U.S. at 240-41,57 S.Ct. at 464 (citations omitted)." Id (internal citations omitted).
The aforementioned development agreement binds the developer and owner to the agreement.
8
9

"Owner" is defined as including "any subsequent owner(s) of the 'Property'." De\'elopmen
Agreement AZ 06-006 p. 3 sec. 3.3. As a result, Plaintiff, as the successor in interest to the property,
is bound by the agreement. As has been previously noted, the agreement did not include traffic acces
to and from SH 20/26, using instead alternative points for ingress and egress. By its terms, th
agreement incorporates the City of Meridian Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Decision
Order for the city council hearing of May 9, 2009. See Development Agreement AZ 06-006 p. 2 sec.

3
14

1.7. The City of Meridian Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Decision & Order includes th
City of Meridian Planning Department Staff Report for the Hearing Date of May 9, 2006. See City

0

Meridian Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Decision & Order p. 3 sec. F. The included staff
16
7

report provides: "The subject property does have frontage along Chinden Boulevard (State Highway
20-26) but is not proposing direct access to that facility." City of Meridian Planning Department Staff
Report for the Hearing Date of May 9,2006 p. 4 sec. 6.i.

18

"Whether a contract is ambiguous is a question of law." Sha}wer v. Huckleberry Estates,

1

L.L.C, 140 Idaho 354, 361, 93 P.3d 685 (2004) (internal citations omitted). "If a contract's terms ar

20

clear and unambiguous, the contract's meaning and legal effect are questions oflaw, and the meanin)

21

of the contract and intent of the parties must be determined from the contract's plain words." Taylo

2

v. Just, 138 Idaho 137, 140, 59 P.3d 308 (2002) (internal citation omitted) ... 'The purpose

0

interpreting a contract is to determine the intent of the contracting parties at the time the contract \va
entered .... ' Lamprecht v. Jordan, LLe 139 Idaho 182, 185-186, 75 P.3d 743, 746-747 (2003
(internal citations omitted)." Bakker v. Thunder Spring-Wareham, LLC, 141 Idaho 185, 190, 108 P.3
332 (2005).
The development agreement, including its attached documents, is not ambiguous. It is cle'
from the plain meaning of the terms of this agreement that Plaintiffs predecessor in i~e6eB~'
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 4

, committed itself to not seeking direct access to SH 20/26; a commitment that is binding on Plaintiff.
1

However, contrary to Plaintiff's argument, this agreement does not constitute an ultra vires attemp
2

by the City to circumvent lTD's authority over access to state highways. First of all, lTD is not'

3

signatory to this agreement and, therefore, would not be bound by its terms. Secondly, the agreemen

4

does not limit lTD's authority to grant encroachment permits for access to SH 20/26. See, e.g., lTD'

5

Administrative Policy A-12-0 1; State Highway Access Control. Rather, it merely restricts Plaintiff'
ability to seek such a permit. A similar conclusion was reached when Plaintiff's application for

6

encroachment pennit was denied in a letter from ITD's chief engineer, Tom E. Cole, dated March 24
7

2009. See Exhibit A to Affidavit of Brent Jennings, P.E., Highway Operations and Safety EngineeI

8

filed on July 17,2009. This Court has been cited to no authority, nor is it aware of any such authority,

9

that an agreement by a lando\Vner to forego applying for an encroachment permit contravenes any

o

law or public policy thereby constituting illegal consideration. cf Quiring v. Quiring, 130 Idaho 560
566-568, 944 P.2d 695 (1997) (noting specific statutory provisions that were violated by a contrac

1

where one of the parties, e.g., agreed not to report allegations involving sexual abuse of a child).
12

Therefore, the development agreement is enforceable against Plaintiff.

3

In order to address Plaintiff's claim for declaratory judgment, this Court would therefor

14

have to assume Plaintiff's binding agreement with the City did not exist. This would constitut

15

rendering an advisory opinion on a hypothetical set of facts; something which this Court may not do.
See, again, Harris v. Cassia County, supra, lO6 Idaho 516. Because no justiciable controversy exist

1

in the case at bar, Plaintiff is not entitled to the relief he is requesting.
17

In consideration of the foregoing, Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment is denied.

18

Defendant City of Meridian's Motion to Dismiss Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint, havin

19

become one for summary judgment, is granted. The City of Meridian is hereby directed to prepare'
form of judgment consistent with this opinion.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

21
22

Dated this

f-.t:c. day of Q"d....L........

, 2009.

23
4

TIMOTHY HANSEN
District Judge

2

26
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

-:l

;;
5
6
7

8

I, 1. David Navarro, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I havemailed.by
United States Mail, on thisJ~
day of IY1!.bYIl;:Q,ju
, 2009, one eopy of the ORDER as
notice pursuant to Rule 77(d) LC.R. to each of the attorneys of record in this cause in envelopes
addressed as follows:
E. DON COPPLE
HEATHER A. CUNNINGHAM
DAVISON, COPPLE, COPPLE & COPPLE
WASHINGTON MUTUAL CAPITOL PLAZA, SUITE 600
199 NORTH CAPITOL BOULEVARD
P.O. BOX 1583
BOISE, IDAHO 83701

9

10
11

12
13

14
15

WILLIAM NARY
MERIDIAN CITY ATTORNEY
33 E. IDAHO AVENUE
MERIDIAN, IDAHO 83642
SCOT R. CAMPBELL
STEVEN PARRY
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
3311 WEST STATE STREET
P.O. BOX 7129
BOISE, IDAHO 83707

16

17
18
1

J. DAVID NAVARRO
Clerk of the District Court
Ada County, Idaho
By _\--I-k-~~

20
1

22

4

6
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C~()UrHY

William L. M. Nary, City Attorney (ISB No. 3404)
Emily Kane, Deputy City Attorney (ISB No. 6278)
CITY OF MERIDIAN
Address:
33 E. Broadway Street
Meridian, Idaho 83642
Telephone:
(208) 898-5506
Fax:
(208) 884-8723
E-mail:
bnary@meridiancity.org
ekane@meridiancity.org
Attorneys for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
)

JAMES R. WYLIE,

Case No. CV-OC-0908647

)

Plaintiff;

)
)
)
)
)

v.

STATE OF IDAHO, IDAHO
TRANSPORTA nON BOARD, and
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN,
Defendants.

JUDGMENT AND
ORDER TO DISMISS

)
)
)
)
)

Defendant City of Meridian having submitted motions to dismiss and for
summary judgment, Plaintiff having submitted a motion for summary judgment, the
Court having reviewed and heard oral argument on such motions, and the Court having
issued a Memorandum Decision and Order regarding these motions, the Court hereby
enters judgment in the above-named case and orders as follows:
1. That Plaintiff's motion for summary judgment is hereby DENIED.

2. That City of Meridian's motions to dismiss and for summary judgment are hereby
GRANTED.

000473
JUDGMENT AND ORDER TO DISMISS

PAGE I oF3

3. That the above-named case is hereby DISMISSED, on the grounds and for the
reasons set forth in the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order entered
December 1,2009.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

DATED this

I~day

of December, 2009.

HONORABLE TIMOTHY HANSEN
DISTRICT JUDGE

000474
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

:-fkr

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ day of December, 2009, I caused a true
and correct copy of the foregoing JUDGMENT AND ORDER TO DISMISS to be
served by the methodes) indicated below, and addressed to the following:
E. DON COPPLE
HEATHER A. CUNNINGHAM
Davison, Copple, Copple & Copple
P.O. Box 1583
Boise ID 83701

(t-rU.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Facsimile

STEVEN M. PARRY
Office of the Attorney General
Idaho Department of Transportation
P.O. Box 7129
Boise ID 83707-1129

(0i1S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Facsimile

WfLLIAM L. M. NARY
City Attorney, City of Meridian
33 E. Broadway Street
Meridian, Idaho 83642

c01iS. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Facsimile

J. DAVID NAVARRO
Clerk of the District Court
Ada County, Idaho

By:
Deputy Clerk
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E DON COPPLE (ISB No.1 085)
I lEATHER A. CUNNINGHAM (ISB No. 5480)
DAVISON, COPPLE, COPPLE & COPPLE
Attorneys at Law
Washington Mutual Capitol Plaza, Suite 600
199 North Capitol Boulevard
Post Office Box 1583
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone:
(208) 342-3658
Telecopier:
(208) 386-9428
Attorneys lor Plaintiff
James R. Wylie·

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

JAMES R. WYLIE,
PlaintiffiAppellant,

)
)
)
)
)

vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IDAHO
TRANSPORTATION BOARD. and
TilE ClTY OF MERIDAN

CASE NO. CV OC 0908647

NOTICE OF APPEAL

)
)
)
)
)
)

Defendants/Respondents,

TO:

)

THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, THE STATE OF IDAHO, IDAHO
TRANSPORTATION BOARD AND THE CITY OF MERIDIAN AND THEIR
ATTORNEYS STEVEN M. PARRY, OFFICE OF ATTORNEY GENERAL, P.O. BOX
7129, BOISE, IDAHO 83707-1129, WILLIAM L. NARY, ClTY ATTORNEY FOR
CITY OF MERIDIAN, 33 E. BROADWAY STREET, MERIDIAN. IDAHO 83642
AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1

'-"1

'Fr.

i

lo!OU)4\1~

1. The above-named Appellant, James R. Wylie, appeals against the above named
Respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Memorandum Decision and Order to
Appellant's and City of Meridian's Cross Motions for Summary Judgment, entered on December
1.2009 and the Judgment and Order to Dismiss entered in this case on December 17,2009,
Honorable Timothy Hansen presiding.

2. That Appellant, James R. Wylie. has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and
the judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant
to Rule 11(a)(l), l.A.R.
3. Appellant intends to assert the following issues on appeal:
a.

Whether the District Court erred in finding that no justiciable controversy
existed;

b.

Whether the District Court erred by failing

to

find that City of Meridian's

enactment of Meridian City Ordinance 05-1171 was an ultra vires act and
had no force or effect in law and is void;
c.

Whether the District Court erred in denying Appellant's Motion for
Summary Judgment; and

d.

Whether the District Court erred in granting the City of Meridian's Motion
to Dismiss and for Summary Judgment;

4.

a.
b.

Is a reporter's transcript requested? Yes.

The Appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the
reporter's transcript:

1)

The transcript of the hearing on Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment

held on September 1, 2009;

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2
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5. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in
addition to those automatically under Rule 28, I.A.R.:
1)

Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment;

2)

Affidavit ofE Don Copple in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment

(and Attachments);
3)

Affidavit of James R. Wylie in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment;

4)

City of Meridian's Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Summary

Judgment and Motion for Summary Judgment in Favor of Defendant City of
Meridian;
5)

AffIdavit of Anna Canning in Support of Defendant City of Meridian's

Brief in Opposition to plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment and in Support
of Motion for Summary Judgment in Favor of Defendant City of Meridian (and
attachments) ;
6)

A11ldavit of Tara Green in Support of Defendant City of Meridian's Brief

in Opposition to plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment and in SUpp011 of
Motion for Summary Judgment in Favor of Defendant City of Meridian (and
attachments );
7)

Aftidavit of Jaycee Holman in Support of Defendant City of Meridian's

Brief in Opposition to plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment and in Support
of Motion tor Summary Judgment in Favor of Defendant City of Meridian (and
attachments );
8)

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3

A11ldavit of Steven M. Parry in Support of Memorandum in Opposition to

000478

PlaintitT's Motion for Summary Judgment (and attachments); and
9)

Affidavit of E Don Copple RE: Plaintiff's Supplemental Memorandum on

Judicial Estoppel (and attachments).
6. I certify:
(a)

That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter.

(b)

That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for
preparation of the reporter's transcript.

(e)

(c)

That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid.

(d)

That the appellate filing fee has been paid.

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule

20.
th

DATED this 6 day of January, 2010.

DAVISON, COPPLE, COPPLE & COPPLE,

ILl'

BV~~
GUERiCABEiTiA,OfthCfi;m
• ED
Attorneys for Appellant

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 6th day of January, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing was served upon the following, by the method indicated, and addressed as follows:
William Nary
Meridian City Attorney
33 E. Idaho Ave.
Meridian, Idaho 83642
Steve Parry
Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Transportation Department
3311 West State Street
P.O. Box 7129
Boise, Idaho 83707-1129

/ b y U.S. MAIL
_ _ by HAND DELIVERY
_ _ by FACSIMILE:
_ _ by OVERNIGHT MAIL

~YU.S.MAIL
_ _ by HAND DELIVERY
_ _ by FACSIMILE:
_ _ by OVERNIGHT MAIL

. b"
I'-'dG uernca
eItIa

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 5
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TO:

CLERK OF THE COURT
IDAHO SUPREME COURT
451 WEST STATE STREET
BOISE, IDAHO 83702

JAMES R. WYLIE,
)Supreme Court No.
)
37279-2010
Plaintiff-Respondent,
vs.

)

)Case No. CVOC-09-8647

STATE OF IDAHO,
Defendant-Appellant.

)
)
)
)

----------------------------------)
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED

Notice is hereby given that on February 26,

2010,

I

lodged a transcript 50 pages of length for the
above-referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk of
the County of Ada in the Fourth Judicial District.

HEARING DATES INCLUDED:

Summary Judgment,

September 28,

2009

~(14;wo

Date

00481.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
JAMES R. WYLIE,
Supreme Court Case No. 37279
Plaintiff-Appellant,
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

vs.
STATE OF IDAHO, IDAHO
TRANSPORTATON BOARD, and THE
CITY OF MERIDIAN,
Defendants-Respondents.

1,1. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the
State ofIdaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify:
There were no exhibits offered for identification or admitted into evidence during the
course of this action.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said
Court this 29th day of March, 2010.

J. DAVID NAV ARRO
Clerk of the District Court

CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTOF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
JAMES R. WYLIE,
Supreme Court Case No. 37279
Plaintiff-Appellant,
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

vs.
STATE OF IDAHO, IDAHO
TRANSPORTATONBOARD, and THE
CITY OF MERIDIAN,
Defendants-Respondents.

I, J. DAVID NAVARRO, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of
the following:
CLERK'S RECORD AND REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows:

ED GUERRICABEITIA

STEVEN M. PARRY

ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT

ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT

BOISE, IDAHO

BOISE, IDAHO

J. DAVID NAVARRO
Clerk of the District Court

Date of Service: - - - - - - - -

By_ _ _ _ _ __
Deputy Clerk

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

JAMES R. WYLIE,
Supreme Court Case No. 37279
Plaintiff-Appellant,
vs.

CERTIFICATE TO RECORD

STATE OF IDAHO, IDAHO
TRANSPORTATON BOARD, and THE
CITY OF MERIDIAN,
Defendants-Respondents.

I, J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District ofthe
State ofIdaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing
record in the above-entitled cause was compiled and bound under my direction as, and is a true
and correct record of the pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28
of the Idaho Appellate Rules, as well as those requested by Counsels.
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the
6th day ofJanuary, 2010.

J. DAVID NA VARRO
Clerk of the District Court

CERTIFICATE TO RECORD

00484

